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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There is little information to be found concerning 

the musical work, Die sechs Sammlungen von Sonaten, 

freien Fantasien und Rondos fUr Kenner und Li~bhaber 

(hereafter referred to as KuL), written by Carl Philipp 

Emanuel Bach, and yet this work is a summation of his 

keyboard music spanning 1758-85. "These sonatas in the 

great collection fUr Kenner und Liebhaber contain a vast 

amount of unusual and varied music. In these later 

sonatas we find a compendium of all Bach's musical devices, 

and encyclopaedic collection of all the elements that he 

finally fused in his personal style." 1 During this period 

he developed and changed the form of these Sonatas, and 

these changes are important to this study. 

Problem 

The problem is to study the first-movement forms of 

the Sonatas of KuL by Emanuel Bach in order to trace the 

1Philip Barford, The Ke~board Music of C. P. E. Bach 
(New York: October House, 19 6), pp. 105-6. 

1 
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evolution of earlier forms into Classical sonata-allegro 

form. 

In the sonatas Bach devotes his energies 
to making clear the form which he bequeaths 
to Haydn and Mozart, and, eventually to Bee
thoven - for he looks both ways, this descend
ant of generations of musicians, and hence 
arises his unique importance. He looks back 
over the old ground and he sees that his 
father has reached the culminating point in his 
own way of work, and that, much as he admires 
and venerates him, his point of view is not 
one which he, 2the son, can altogether pro
fitably take. 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this study is to provide further 

information on the importance of Emanuel Bach's place in 

the history of music. WilliamS. Newman states it thus: 

" ... C. P. E. Bach was one of the most influential 

composers, authors, teachers, and performers in the 

musical world of the later eighteenth century."3 Also 

of importance to this paper is Emanuel Bach's influence 

on first-movement sonata form. 

2Emily R. Daymond, "Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach," 
Proceedings of the Musical Association, Thirty-third 
Session (1906-7), p. 48. 

3William S. Newman, "Emanuel Bach's Autobiography," 
The Musical Quarterl~ 51 (April 1965): 363. 
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Justification of Study 

Since the score of the Sonatas of KuL is unavailable 

except from European sources, this study is made to acquaint 

teachers and students with this little-performed, yet sig-

nificant work. "From the six volumes flir Kenner und Lieb-

haber, the most grandiose among Bach's creation in the 

sonata form, the sonatas in C and A (W. 55/1 and 55/4) 

deserve special mention. These large-scale works are 

eminently suitable for recitals." 4 

Limitations of Study 

The primary literature has referred to the life and 

style of Emanuel Bach. The books written in English on 

this subject are limited, and since the writer has little 

knowledge of German, untranslated sources must go unread. 

However, several untranslated works are included in this 

bibliography. These works have been listed in bibliogra-

phies of one or more major sources on this subject. 

Included in these untranslated works is the catalogue of 

Emanuel Bach's works by Alfred Wotquenne. Due to its very 

4Maurice Hinson, Guide to the Pianist's Repertoire, 
ed. Irwin Freundlich (Bloomington: Indiana University, 
1973), p. 27. 
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nature, it is relatively easy to decipher. Also listed in 

the bibliography are books on the history of the sonata, 

form, keyboard music, and the Bach family. 

The primary literary sources have been The Keyboard 

Music of C. P. E. Bach by Philip Barford, A Re-Evaluation 

of the Role Played by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in the 

Development of the Clavier Sonata by Paz Corazon G. Canave, 

The Sonata in the Classic Era by William S. Newman, and 

C. P. E. Bach's own literary offering Essay on the True 

Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments (trans~ated by William 

J. Mitchell in 1949). Other sources include dictionaries 

and encyclopedias, and articles contained in periodicals. 

As work progressed on this paper, more sources were added 

to the bibliography. 

The primary musical compositions used are the six 

volumes of Die sechs Sammlungen von Sonaten, freien 

Fantasien und Rondos fUr Kenner und Liebhaber by C. P. E. 

Bach. The only complete edition of these Sonatas is 

published by Breitkopf and Hgrtel, and edited by Carl 

Krebs. This edition includes the Rondos and Fantasias. 

Following is a synopsis of the Sonatas of KuL with 

notes identifying the location of the Rondos and Fantasias. 
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TABLE 1 

SYNOPSIS OF THE SIX VOLUMES OF 
FUR KENNER UND LIEBHABER 

Volume I (Erste) W. 55* Published as a collection in 1779 

Sonata I w. 55/1 Key of c Major Written in 1773 
Sonata II w. 55/2 Key of F Major Written in 1758 
Sonata III w. 55/3 Key of b minor Written in 1774 
Sonata IV w. 55/4 Key of A Major Written in 1765 
Sonata v w. 55/5 Key of F Major Written in 1772 
Sonata VI w. 55/6 Key of G Major Written in 1765 

Volume II (Zweite) W. 56 Published as a collection in 1780 

Sonata I 
Sonata II 
Sonata III 

w. 56/2 
w. 56/4 
w. 56/6 

Key of G Major 
Key of F Major 
Key of A Major 

Written in 1774 
Written in 1780 
Written in 1780 

Included in this volume are three Rondos. 

Volume III(Dritte) W. 57 Published as a collection in 1781 

Sonata I 
Sonata II 
Sonata III 

w. 57/2 
w. 57/4 
w. 57 /h 

Key of a minor 
Key of d minor 
Key of f minor 

Written in 1774 
Written in 1766 
Written in 1763 

Included in this volume are three Rondos. 
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TABLE 1-Continued 

Volume IV (Vierte) W. 58 Published as a collection in 1783 

Sonata I 
Sonata II 

w. 58/2 
w. 58/4 

Key of G Major 
Key of e minor 

Written in 1781 
Written in 1765 

Included in this volume are three Rondos and two Fantasias. 

Volume V (Flinfte) W. 59 Published as a collection in 1785 

Sonata I 
Sonata II 

w. 59/1 
w. 59/3 

Key of e minor 
Key of Bb Major 

Written in 1784 
Written in 1784 

Included in this volume are two Rondos and two Fantasias. 

Volume VI (Sechste)W. 61 Published as a collection in 1787 

Sonata I 
Sonata II 

w. 61/2 
w. 61/5 

Key of D Major 
Key of e minor 

Written in 1785 
Written in 1785 

Included in this volume are two Rondos and two Fantasias. 

*W. is an identification number referring to the 
catalogue of C. P. ~. Bach's works written by Alfred Wot
quenne. The number represents an opus or complete work. 
When a second number is employed, it represents the 
number of an individual piece. 
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Procedure 

The steps taken in order to prepare this paper were 

as follows: 

1. To review as many books and articles on subjects 

relating to this paper as are available in English. 

2. To study the keyboard works by Emanuel Bach, 

primarily sonatas. 

3. To survey the Sonatas of KuL according to date 

written, form used, embellishments employed, and the 

number of movements. 

4. To study sonatas by earlier and later compos e rs 

for the purpose of comparison. 

5. To analyze the first movements of the Sonatas 

of KuL as to form, key progression, themes, tempi, and style . 

6. To summarize the findings, and provide the 

basis for a better understanding of the style of C. P. E. 

Bach. 

Probable Values 

This study will illustrate Emanuel Bach's worth as 

a composer of keyboard music, and provide examples of 

first-movement forms employed prior to Mozart and Haydn. 

"His [Emanuel Bach'~ sonatas represent one of the many, 
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though indispensable links in the history of the keyboard 

sonata." 5 

The scores to this major work are generally unavailable 

in this area either in libraries or music centers, and must 

be ordered from Europe from Breitkopf a~d Hgrtel. It is 

hoped that some interest will be generated in these Sonatas 

and that they will be heard more often and become more 

available. Emily Daymond stated in 1906 at the conclusion 

of a lecture on Emanuel Bach: 

... in Emanuel Bach we have a personality very 
little known, very little appreciated, but of a 
very real importance to the history of the Art, 
and of a musical interest quite apart from his 
historical worth. If what I have said should 
lead anyone to make his further acquaintance, 
or to edit a colle8tion of his works, I shall 
feel amply repaid. 

This study also may aid piano teachers in opening a new 

repertoire of early sonatas for intermediate and advanced 

students. 

5Paz Corazon G. Canave, A Re-Evaluation of the Role 
Played by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in the Development of 
the Clavier Sonata (Washington D. C.: Catholic University 
of America Press, 19~6), p. 173. 

6 Daymond, "Emanuel Bach," pp. 51-52. 



CHAPTER II 

BIOGRAPHY OF EMANUEL BACH 

The Bach family included such eminent musicians 

that the town musicians of Erfurt were known as "the Bachs" 

long after there ceased to be arwBach members among them. 

Into this remarkable family was born Emanuel Bach. The 

second surviving son of Maria Barbara and Johann Sebastian 

Bach, he was born in Weimar on March 8, 1714, and was named 

for his godparents, Adam Emanuel Wiltzig, and Georg Philipp 

Telemann. The latter was to play an important part in 

Emanuel's life. 

Although there are many letters and documents from 

various members of the Bach family, Emanuel is the only one 

to leave an official autobiography. This autobiography 

covers the years 1714-73 and". is concerned mainly 

with attitudes, concepts, and a thoroughly human need to 

hint at his own importance." 1 Emanuel gives high praise to 

his father and his place in the musical world. He further 

states that living in such a household where so many 

1william S. Newman, "Emanuel Bach's Autobiography," 
The Musical Quarterly 51 (April 1965):364. 

9 
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illustrious people, both in and out of the musical world, 

gathered, took the place of foreign travel . Included in 

this work is a list of Emanuel Bach's works, divided into 

thirty-four sections with the publishers listed. 

There are only three full reprints of the autobio-

graphy: the original one included in J. J. C. Bode's 

German translation of Burney's book, The Preseht State of 

Music in Germany, the Netherlands, and the United Provinces, 

Volume II, where he inserts the autobiography in place of 

Burney's description of his visit with Emanuel Bach; the 

second reprint is a facsimile of the original published in 

Willi Kahl's Selbstbiographien deutscher Musiker des XVIII. 

2 Jahrhunderts; and the third publication is a facsimil e 

of the origina l with critical annotations by William S. 

Newman, published by Frits Knuf Hilversun in 1967. A 

complete translation by William S. Newman is found in The 

Musical Quarterly. 3 There are short, disconnected extracts 

or quotes from the autobiography in several other sources. 

The Student Years 1714-1740 

As a young child1 Emanuel was taught performance and 

composition by his father, and since he was left-handed, the 

2Ibid., p. 363. 
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keyboard instruments were the least awkward to play. He 

was precocious and had unusual intellectual ability even 

as a young man. "From his father he inherited a powerful 

sense of his own artistic integrity, a strong sense of 

money values, and a streak of obstinancy 

Educated in the Thomas School in Leipzig and the 

University of Leipzig, he moved to Frankfurt - on-the-Oder in 

1734 to study law. While there he was active in Musik 

Academie and Collegium Musicum, for which he composed. 

Realizing that his real love was music, Emanuel moved to 

Berlin thinking he could get a position with Frederick 

Wilhelm I, who had heard him perform at Frankfurt. 

However, he was disappointed and, instead turned to 

teaching and composing for local churches and societies. 

The Berlin Years 1740-1767 

When in 1740 Frederick II succeeded his father on 

the throne, he appointed Emanuel as cembalist in the King's 

Kapelle. His duties were to accompany the King's flute 

solos (which included some 300 concertos played in rotation ), 

and to compose, on occasion, pieces for said flute. For 

4Philip Barford, The Ketboard Music of C. P. E . Bach 
(New York: October h ouse, 196 ), p. 2. 
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twenty-seven years he worked in Frederick's employ -

most of the time unhappily and for little pay - with 

Johann Quantz and the brothers, J. Gottlieb Graun and 

Karl Heinrich Graun. 

Although he felt trapped in his position , he still 

made his mark in his chosen profession. It was during 

the years 1753-62 that he wrote his famous Essay on the True 

Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments (hereafter referred to 

as The Essay), in which he laid down principles derived 

from J. S. Bach, and developed by Clementi, Cramer, and 

Hummel. The Essay was translated into English by William 

Mitchell in 1949. 

The Essay, as well as the eighteen Probestlicke Sonatas 

which accompany it, should be a handbook for today's music 

teachers, specifically keyboard teachers. Some of its 

primary innovations were the use of the thumb · ~nd fifth 

fingers which heretofore had been of little importance, 

and a comprehensive explanation of embellishments as used 

by J. S. Bach. Part One includes chapters on "Fingering," 

"Embellishments," and "Performan~e." Part Two has 

chapters entitled "Intervals and Their ?ignatures," 

"Thorough Bass," "A,..companiment," and "Improvisation." 

"This book had very great influence. Mozart spoke 
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highly of it, Beethoven made it the groundwork of Czerny's 

studies with him, and Clementi . said that he owed all 

the new fingering and style to Emanuel Bach. Haydn called 

it the 'school of schools'. " 5 

During this time, he also taught several pupils, 

one of whom inspired his famous WUrttemburg Sonatas, Duke 

Carl Eugen of WUrttemburg. Another student was the king's 

sister-in-law, Princess Amalia, who later named him her 

Kappellmeister. J. S. Bach visited his son in Berlin and 

later wrote The Musical Offering based on a theme given 

him by Frederick, to whom it was dedicated. 

In 1744, Emanuel married Johanna Maria Dannemann, 

a Prussian citizen, by whom he had three children. The 

sons were Johann August, born in 174 5, who practiced law 

in Hamburg until his death in 1789; and Johann Sebastian 

who was born in 1748, studied painting in Leipzig and Dres-

den, and died in Rome in 1778. A daughter, Anna Carolina 

Philippina, lived in Hamburg and died childless in 1804. 

The Hamburg Years 1767-1788 

Although he tried to resign several times from the 

5willi am L. Sumner, The Pianoforte (London: Mac
Donald, 1966), p. 14 .L. 
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employ of Frederick, it was not until the death of his 

godfather, Telemann, in 1767, that he finally made the 

break to Hamburg, claiming ill health. In Hamburg he 

became the center of the musical circles, conducting and 

composing for five churches, establishing musical concerts, 

and teaching prolifically. He was described in the 

following way: "Personally he is kind and polite and is 

always beloved and respected for his personal character, 

his industry, his abilities and attainments as critic, 

6 teacher, composer, and conductor." Although generous 

with his friends, in some areas he was miserly. It is said 

his step-mother died in the almshouse after repeatedly 

asking his help, and that he sold his father's printing 

plates to The Musical Offering, after they had almost cost 

J. S. Bach his eyesight, to the highest bidder. 

In correspondence with J. J. H. Westphal, Emanuel's 

good friend, advisor, and publisher, he repeatedly prefers 

the least costly route when spending money, and the most 

profitable when earning it. 

Reeser provides Burney's description of a visit to 

the Bach household in 1772 in this way: 

6John c. Fillmore, Pianoforte Music, Its History, 
with Bio ra hical Sk2tches and Critical Estimates of 
Greatest Philadelphia: Theodore Presser, 1 
p. 39. 
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When I went to his house, I found with 
him three or four rational and well-bred 
persons, his friends, besides his own family, 
consisting of Mrs. Bach, his eldest son, who 
practises law, and his daughter .... The 
inst~nt I entered, he conducted me upstairs 
into a large and elegant room furnished with 
pictures, drawings, and prints of more than 
a hundred and fifty eminent musicians: among 
whom there are many Englishmen, and original 
portraits, in oil, of his father and grand
father. After I had looked at these, M. Bach 
was so obliging as to sit down to his Silber
mann Clavichord, and favourite instrument, 
upon which he played three or four of his 
choicest and most difficult compositions, 
with the delicacy , precision and spirit for 
which he is so justly celebrat e d among his 
countrymen. In the pathetic and slow 
movements, whenever he had a long note to 
express, he absolutely contrived to pro-
duce from his instrument a cry of sorrow 
and complaint such as can only be effected 
upon the clavichord and perhaps by himself. 

After dinner, which was elegantly 
served and chearfully U;;ic] eaten, I pre
vailed upon him to sit down again to a 
clavichord, and he played, with little 
intermission, till near eleven o'clock at 
night. During this time he grew so ani
mated and possessed that he not only played 
but looked like one inspired. His eyes were 
fixed, his under lip fell, and drops of 
effervescence distilled from his countenance. 
He said, if he were to be set to work fre
quently in this manner, he should grow 
young again. He is now fifty-nine and 
rather short in stature, with black hair and 
eyes, and brown complexion, a very animated 
countenance, and a chearful (§iQ] and lively 
disposition.7 

7 Eduard Reese :" ~ The Sons· of Bach, trans· W. A. G. 
Doyle-Davidson (Stockholm: Continental Book Co., 1947 ), 
p. 2 8. 
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Newman states: 

. during his last twenty years he 
thrived spiritually and financially under heavy 
church assignments not unlike his father in 
Leipzig. He also played, composed, taught, 
consorted with some of the most prominent 
intellectuals of his day, as he had in Berlin, 
and corresponded with an ever-widening circle 
of national and international associates, who 8 were drawn to him chiefly by his publications. 

Fillmore describes him thus: " ... he was not only 

an excellent musician, but a man of such breadth and 

universality of culture as ensured him a wide influence 

among men not especially connected with his chosen pro

fession."9 Among these literary acquaintances were 

Lessing, Klopstock, Claudius, and Gerstenberg. It is 

most interesting to note that another acquaintance 

named Alexander Reinagle, an English mus ician, moved to 

America and became one of the first American pianists 

and composers in Philadelphia. 

Perhaps the musical influence of Emanue l Bach's 

genius is best reflected in his music for clavichord. 

This instrument was very dear to him and he had a special 

Silbermann clavichord which he cherished. His feelings can 

8william S. Newman, A History of the Sonata Idea, 
Vol. 2: The Sonata in the Classic Era (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1963), p. 414. 

9Fillmore, Pianoforte Music, p. 38. 
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best be reflected in a poem by F. T. Hermes (1738-1821): 

Hail, thou, caressing clavichord, 
My wounded hearts distress, 
That language does not know to word, 
That never does my mouth confess, 
May on thy strings be poured.10 

When in 1781 Emanuel Bach gave his Silbermann to his pupil? 

Dietrich von Grotthus,he sent with it a composition 

entitled "Farewell to my Silbermann Clavier." Grotthus 

immediately returned a composition entitled "Joy at 

Receiving the Silbermann Clavier." 

Although his health began to fail in later years, 

he composed to the end of his life. 

Two bibliographic tools dating back to 
Emanuel Bach's own time are the starting 
points for any full study of his music. 
One of these is the 'Catalogue of th€ Musical 
Estate left by the Late Capellmeister Carl 
P. E. Bach' [Nachlasses der verstoben capell
meisters C. P. E. Bach'written by Gottlieb 
F. Schniebes§] , published in Hamburg in 1790 
and valuable especially for the composition 
and revision dates of most of his instrumental 
works as well as a partial thematic index of 
those left in MS. The other is the careful, 
comprehensive thematic index prepared in MS 
by J. J. H. Westphal, who is reported to have 
worked on it with Emanuel himself and whose 
almost complete collection of Emanuel's music 
passed through F~tis to the Bibliotheque de 
Conservatoire Royal in Brussels. With only 
minor changes Wotquenne published this index 

10 · 1 H . t ( N J Curt Sachs, Our Muslca erl age ew ersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1959), p. 546. 
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in 1905. Except for the MSS, Wotquenne 
usually gives only publication dates, which 
often differ considerably, in both rime and 
order, from the composition dates.1 

This index of Emanuel Bach's musical works by Alfred 

Wotquenne is entitled Catalogue Thematique Des Ouvres de 

C. Ph. Emanuel Bach and is the accepted catalogue of his 

compositions. Section One of this index has listings of 

Concertos, Concertos for two clavecins, Sonatas and Sana-

tinas, Sonatas fUr Clavier with two manuals, Sonatas for 

Organ, and works for clavier and one instrument (violin or 

flute). Sixteen Sonatas have been found since the Wot-

quenne Catalogue was published. Section Two includes 

works for various instruments. 

Wotquenne lists a total of 900 items including 345 

keyboard works, 75 concertos, 125 chamber works, 20 sym-

phonies, 290 sacred and secular songs, and 50 choral works. 

Listed also are 265 sonatas or sonatinas touching every 

main instrumental category. Included are about 170 for 

stringed keyboard solo, 7 for organ, 1 for harp, 29 in 

accompanied settings, 3 unaccompanied duets, 12 in the class 

of miniature concertos, 6 in the class of wind ensembles, 

15 in solo/bass settings, and 22 in duo/bass settings. 

11Newman, SonaLa Idea, p. 414. 
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Other sources containing listings of Bach's works 

include a published dissertation by Ernst Fritz Schmid 

entitled Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach und seine Kammermusik 

(Kassel: B~renreiter, 1931) with a listing of chamber 

works; and an unpublished dissertation featuring a chrono

logical listing of keyboard works, including sources, new 

finds, and modern editions, entitled~Das Klaviersonaten 

P. E. Bachs," by Erich Beurmann written in 195 2 . This list 

includes 161 keyboard sonatas. This same listing of key

board sonatas is used by Paz Canave in her dissertation 

written in 1956 entitled A Re-Evaluation of the Role Played 

by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in the Development of the 

Clavier Sonata (Washington D. C.: Catholic University of 

America Press, 1956). 

It is difficult to realize the vast differences 

taking place in music during t he lifetime of Emanuel Bach. 

His father, Johann Sebastian, who culminated the poly

phonic style of the Baroque, died in 1750 when Emanuel was 

thirty-six years old. Domenico Scarlatti died seven years 

later. Haydn was b orn in 1732 and died in 1809 attaining 

the height of his musical career during Emanuel's life

time. Mozart, born in 1756, died only three years after 

Emanuel's own death. The latter composers are considered 

the musical giants of the Classical period in music. 
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Entwined among these various musical styles was Emanuel 

Bach, developing his own style. 

The innovations in music wrought by this leaoer in 

the Empfindsamkeit (sensitivity) movement and the influence 

he exerted on later composers was most certainly extraordi-

nary. Mozart referred to him as "the father, we are the 

sons . . " Haydn, who Emanuel described as the only one 

who ever really understood him, determined to master 

Emanuel's style and begged for his last clavier works when 

Emanuel died. Schubert stated: "when I wish to play a 

sonata by Bach, I must allow myself wholly to sink into 

the spirit of this great man, so that my own identity 

vanishes and becomes Bach's own idiom."
12 

When in 1788 the Hamburg paper recorded his death it 

read as follows: 

Yesterday our public lost a very remarkable 
and famous man. At 10 o'clock in the evening 
died Herr Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, in his 
seventy-fifth year. He was one of the greatest 
theoretical and practical musicians, the creator 
of the True Art of Clavier-Playing, the most 
judicious connoisseur and most exact observer 
of the rules of harmony and of the art of com
position and a performer on the clavier whose 
like has never been seen. His compositions 
are masterpieces and will continue to be found 

12F. E. Kirby, A Short History of Keyboard Music 
(New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1966), p. 182. 
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excellent long after the confused mass of 
modern jingle-jangle has been forgotten. 
Music has lost in him one of its greatest 
ornaments, and the name of Carl Philipp 
Emanuel will remain forever holy. In 
company he was intelligent and lively, 
full of wit and humour, happy and cheerful 
in the circle of his friends, in whose 
sorrow at his loss are mingled also the 
tears of the writer of this article, who had 
the g ood fortune of being honoured by the 
tenderest friendship of the deceased. 1 3 

Emanuel Bach concluded a musical life that had begun 

in the strict polyphonic style of his father and had 

passed through the opposite ideals of the "style galant." 

Klopstock wrote as a memorial, "Carl Philipp Emanuel, 

the p r ofoundest of harmonisers ~icl combined novelty 

with beaut y , was g re a t in music accompanied with words, 

greater s t ill in bold music without words."
14 

l3Reeser , Son ~ of Bach, P· 32. 



CHAPTER III 

THE MUSICAL STYLE OF EMANUEL BACH 

Into the world of absolutism of the early eighteenth 

century came an "age that endeavored not only to be simple 

and natural, but also to show emotions . This 

sensitivity was called Empfindsamkeit, and permeated the 

art, literature, and music of the day. "This new environ-

ment for music, with strong domestic overtones, went hand 

and hand with the change in musical style. The public 

taste had to be satisfied, music had to be agreeable, easy, 

graceful, directly perceptible, tasteful, and enjoyable." 2 

Emotion, whether happy, melancholy, angry, sentimental, or 

daring was to be laid bare for all to feel. The structure 

was not as important as transmitting this intimacy. "[Emp

findsamkei~ ... leads to the conception of a musical 

composition as an organism embodying emotional contrasts 

and different grades of feeling expressed in appropriately 

contrasting musical material." 3 

1curt Sachs, Our Musical Heritage (New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, 1959), p. 244. 

2F. E. Kirby, A Short History of Keyboard Music 
(New York: Macmillar1 Publishing Co., 1966), p. 144. 

3Philip T. Barford, "C. P. E. Bach: A Master of the 
Clavichord," Musical Opinion 76 (July 1953): 601. 

22 
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One of the leading champions of this "philosophy" 

was C. P. E. Bach. Retaining the technique of the past 

age, as witnessed in The Essay, he was able to bring 

together the old and the new into an inspiring art. Blend

ing the severe harmonic structure of the German school 

with the lyric melodies of the Italian school, Emanuel Bach 

was able to produce music to satisfy the mind as well as the 

soul. The clavichord, for which Bach primarily composed, 

was the perfect medium because it possessed a delicate, 

personal tone, and required from the performer great 

technical accuracy. 

As this paper deals primarily with keyboard music, 

and specifically with Sonatas, only the keyboard style of 

Emanuel Bach will be discussed. Reve a led in his early 

works are suite-like Sonatas in the old form, but simpli

fied harmonically; and the use of slow movements of emo

tional genre in the new style. Most of these early outer 

movements were in binary dance form. As he matured, he 

began to settle into his own form of Sonata composition 

which was to be used as the foundation for the Viennese 

Classical Sonatas. These employed three movements, 

although on occasion,only one or two movements may be 

found. 
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Although he had great respect for his father's works, 

he rejected fugues, and spoke "irreverently" of canons as 

"dry and despicable pieces of pedantry that anyone might 

compose who would give his time to them." 4 "Alberti bass" 

was also avoided by Emanuel Bach. 

In Bach's Sonatas he established firmly the fast-

slow (lyric)-fast framework of the sonata movements con-

trasting them in key, character, and tempo. He also used 

the Exposition, Development, and Recapitulation of the 

later sonata-allegro form. "If he did not actually invent 

the sonata form, his systematic employment of it and his 

treatment of instrumental resources gave Haydn and his 

successors the key to the gate to open the sonata . . 

Using this as his base, he went furth e r into experimenting 

with connecting movements by use of transition, cadenza-

like passages, and by using varying numbers of themes, all 

of which was experimental for his time. His development 

sections, as a whole, consisted of "repeating fragments of 

the subject on different degrees of the scale, sometimes 

extending such fragments in various ways and again forming 

4
sir George Grove, Grove's Dictionary of Music and 

Musicians, 5th ed., ed. Eric Blom, Vol. 1 (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, Inc., 1954), p. 325. 

5Herschell C. Gregory, "Posterity and Emanuel Bach," 
The Musician 43 (December 1938): 216. 
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r unn i n g p assage s from the subject or other material in the 

first p a rt ."
6 

Much flexibility and vari ability are evident 

in the f orm o f h is movements although th e fast ones were 

in ro unded bina ry form with some exceptions. His slow 

movements , where h i s e motions lay bare , were like a 

"recitative a lt ernate l y accompagnat o and secco; a florid 

cantabile aria ; expre s s ive , motivical l y concentrated three-

part invention ; a li lting Sici l ian dance; a gen tly flowing 

prelude ." 7 These mi ddl e movements are among his finest 

works and could be t h e subject of another specialized study. 

Among his innovations were his Sonatas with Varied Reprises. 

His true genius wa s mo s t evident in his Sonatas. 

Another f o rm which he himself claimed as his first 

love, was the Fa nt asi a descri bed by him as ". . . consisting 

of varied harmon ic p r ogressions which can be expressed in 

all manner of figura t i on and motives." 8 The Fantasia in 

f-sharp mino r , wri tt en in 1787, expressed his own feelings, 

and was the epi tome o f hi s works in his own mind. As a 

master of improvisation, a g reat deal of The Essay, Part 2, 

6 Clare nce u. Hamil t on, Piano Music, It s Composers and 
Characte ri st i c s ( Ne w York : Olive r Ditson Co., 1925), p. 55. 

7william Newman , A History of the Sonata Idea, Vol. 2: 
The Sona t a in the Class ic Era (Ch a pel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 19 63), p. 421. 

8
Kirby, Short Hist ory, p. 180. 
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is devoted to this subject. The Rondo was the third form 

in which Bach excelled. 

Other factors in the style of Emanuel Bach, many of 

which were new in his day, were the melodic "sigh," a motive 

using a slur to connect a V chord played on an accented 

beat to a I chord on a weak beat, which was a characteristic 

of Empfindsamkeit; sudden dynamic changes; abrupt silences 

depicted by a measure of rest; and "Bebung", a finger-

made vibrato on the clavichord. Syncopated accents, 

diversity of rhythms, cadenza-like passages, and sudden 

rhythm-pattern changes were characteristics of his rhythmic 

style. 

Emanuel Bach's melodies were clear, often lyric, but 

also frequently fragmentary. They used a variety of well

conceived embellishments as well as irregular phrasings. 

Harmonically, Emanuel Bach was quite daring for his time. 

He employed modulations to remotely related keys, and 

often used enharmonics to modulate. Juxtaposition of 

remote keys and deceptive cadences were also employed. 

Chromaticism was apparent in both melody and harmony. 

Bach stat e s in The Essay: "Good solos are those that 

have well-constructed melodies and correct harmony, and 
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provide sufficient exercise for both hands." 9 Although, 

in his experimentation~he did not always adhere to this 

rule. 

"All types of texture are found in C. P. E. Bach 

contrapuntal, horizontal, and mixed . Emanuel 

Bach's ability to bridge two distinct thought ideas, and yet 

keep his own originality, was one of his great legacies. 

The other was the profound influence he exerted on composers 

of his day, and those to follow. When musicians of the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries spoke of 

Bach, they referred to Emanuel, not his father. Haydn 

and Mozart both composed pieces duplicating specific Bach 

ideas, but Haydn was the heir to his style. He studied 

Bach's works in depth, and expanded on the parts he favored. 

Although Haydn was Emanuel Bach's musical heir, Beethoven 

is considered by many as his spiritual heir. Beethoven's 

innovations in dynamics and modulation seem to be a 

direct outgrowth of the foundations laid by Emanuel Bach. 

For the keyboard teacher of today, the works of Emanuel 

9carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Essay on the True Art of 
Playing Keyboard Instruments, trans. William J. Mitchell 
(New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1949), p. 173. 

10 paz Corazon Canave, A Re-Evaluation of the Role 
Pla ed b Carl Phili Emanuel Bach in the Development of 
the Clavier Sonata Washington D. C.: Catholic University of 
America Press, 1956), p. 147. 
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Bach are a valuable source. They supply much-needed 

repertoire between the Preludes and Fugues of J. S . Bach, 

and the early Sonatas of Mozart and Haydn. Most of 

Emanuel's music was written for teaching purposes , and 

many of his works may be used as technical studies . "All 

this matter in his Versuch ~he Essa~relates directly to 

the intensely practical business of making b eautiful 

music." 11 

Some feel Bach was merely an empty 
formalist . . . he is this, of course at 
times, but he is far more often the genui ne 
pioneer, the experimentalist who kept his 
mind on the points he meant to develop , the 
far-seeing musician who had the courage to 
own that new mei~ods must be found and new 
paths trodden." 

Newman summarizes the style of C. P. E. Bach: " 

one is impressed above all by the extraordinary diversity 

and breadth of styles, by the originality and force of 

the ideas, and by the authority and skill with which these 

are executed." 13 

11Barford, "Master of the Clavichord ," p . 601 . 

12Emily R. Daymond, "Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach," 
Proceedings of the Musical Association, Thirty- third Session 
(1906-7), p. 50. 

13Newman, Sonata Idea, p. 421 . 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY OF THE COMPLETE SONATAS OF 

FUR KENNER UND LIEBHABER 

The word sonata , taken from Italian, is the feminine 

past participle of "sonare" meaning "to 'sound." Prior 

to 1650 , this term was used to denote instrumental music 

in general, and can be traced to the vocal chanson of the 

early sixteenth century. These chansons were pieces 

divided into sections, and around 1540, they were trans

ferred to organ, and then to instrumental ensembles. 

These chansons for instruments became known as "canzona 

da sonare" between 1600 -50. These were one-movement 

compositions consisting of several sections in contrasting 

styles, varying tempos, and frequently, a reiteration of 

thematic material. 

Three-movement form began to evolve around 1650, 

with composers still adding movements and innovations. 

There was much activity in the sonata field, and much 

variation in the forms employed . Kuhnau (1660-1722) and 

Pasquini (1637-1710), both early composers of Sonatas, 

varied considerably as to number and sequence of movements. 

Later Soler (1729-83) wrote one-movement Sonatas, 

29 
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D. Scarlatti (1685-1757) wrote his Sonatas in "pairs," 

P1atti (1690-1763) wrote in four movements, and Martini 

(1706-84) wrote in three to five movements. This period 

was one of transition and experimentation. 

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, the 

sonata had broken into two groups: sonata da chiesa (church 

sonata), which seldom employed dance movements; and the 

sonata da camera (chamber sonata), which did use dance 

movements. The sonata da chiesa is the actual forerunner 

of the sonatas of the late eighteenth century. 

In 1755 Rousseau wrote an influential article entitled 

"Sonata" where he defines the sonata as: 

An instrumental piece consisting of three 
or four consecutive movements of different char
acter. The sonata is to instruments about what 
the cantata is to voices. 

The 'sonata' is usually composed for a 
single instrument that plays accompanied by a 
'basso continuo,' and in such a piece one seizes 
upon whatever is the most favorable for showing 
off the chosen instrument ... 1 

However, the most definite explanation of sonata 

was offered by Schulz in the article written in 1775 in the 

Allgemeine Theorie der~h5nen Klinste, Volume II, edited by 

J. G. Sulzer. Excerpts from that article follow,translated 

1William S. Newman, A History of the Sonata Idea, 
Vol 2: The Sonata i ~ the Classic Era (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1963), p. 23. 
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and annotated by William Newman. The parentheces denote 

Newman's comments. 

Sonata. an instrumental piece (consisting) 
of two, three, or four successive movements 
of different character, which has one or more 
melody parts, with only one player to a part . 
Clearly in no form of instrumental music is 
there a better opportunity than in the sonata 
to depict feelings without (the aid of) words 
The sonata ... assumes (any or) all characters 
and every (kind of) expression .... 

A large number of easy and hard keyboard 
(i.e., clavichord) sonatas by our Hamburg 
(Emanuel) Bach show how character and expression 
can be brought to the sonata. The majority of 
these are so communicative ('sprechend') that 
one believes (himse-lf) to be perceiving not tones 
but a distinct speech, which sets and keeps in 
motion our imagination and feelings . Unques
tionably, to create such sonatas requires much 
genius (and) knowledge, and an especially adapt
able and alert sensibility .... Embryonic 
composers who hope to succeed with sonatas must 
take those of Bach and others like them as 
models . . . . 

For players of instruments, sonatas are the 
most usual and the best exercises. Moreover, 
there are lots of easy and hard ones for all 
instruments. After vocal pieces they hold first 
place in chamber music. And, since they require 
only one player to a part, they can be played in 
the smallest musical society (or association) 
without much ceremony. A single artist can 
often entertain a whole society with a keyboard 
sonata better and more effectively than (can) 
the largest ensemble.2 

There were no new definitions given until Czerny's 

explicit account published in 1840 in the preface to the 

third volume of his Practical School of Composition, 

2Ibid., pp. 23-24. 
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Opus 600. In this, Czerny still does not use the terminol-

ogy of today, e.g., Exposition, Development, and Recap

itulation, when speaking of the first-movement form. 

Today a sonata is a composition for solo instrument, 

with or without keyboard accompaniment, in three or four 

contrasting movements. The usual tempo scheme for the 

movements is allegro - adagio - scherzo or minuet, often 

deleted - and allegro. The first movement is usually in 

sonata-allegro form. These characteristics also apply to 

other types of instrumental music employing various per

forming media. For instance, the . symphony is a "sonata" 

for orchestra, a string quartet is a "sonata" for four 

strings, and a concerto is a modified "sonata" for solo 

instrument and orchestra. 

There is little concerning the form of the sonata 

in Emanuel Bach's writings. A recommendation in a section 

added to the 1787 edition of The Essay states that 

"composers who are wont to rely too much on their talents 

and to replace the careful study of harmony and modu

lation with frivolous passage work and empty accompaniment, 

shQuld look to his own sonatas for better models - advice 

incidentally, which was reiterated by many theorists after 
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him." 3 

The Sonatas of Emanuel Bach set the precedent for 

composers of his generation and later years as well. 

Fillmore states: " established the plan of 

the sonata, determined the direction in which it was to 

develop, and by his influence and example, gave the most 

4 powerful impulse to that development." Apel comments: 

"He stands out as the most important predecessor of the 

Viennese style in the development of the sonata."5 

The earliest Sonatas written by Emanuel Bach were 

fifteen three-movement works, influenced by the works of 

his father, J. S. Bach. The major Sonata groups by 

Emanuel Bach began with the collection Die Preussischen 

Sonaten (The Prussian Sonatas). These we re composed in 

Berlin in 1740, and dedicated to Frederick II. There are 

six Sonatas in this group listed in. Wotquenne as 48/1-6. 

Chronologicall~ they are Sonatas 16-21 in Emanuel Bach's 

total output. Bach had a predilection for the number six, 

3william S. Newman, "The Recognition of Sonata Form 
by Theorists of the 18th and 19th Centuries," Papers of 
the American Musicological Society Annual Meeting (December 
1941)' p. 24. 

4John C. Fillmore, Pianoforte Music, Its History, 
with Biographical Sketches and Critical Estim~tes of Its 
Greatest Masters (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser, 1883), p.47. 

5Willi Apel, Masters of the Keyboard (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1947), p. 183. 
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and most of his collections contain this number. For 

editions of this and subsequent works, refer to Appendix C. 

· Die WUrttembergischen Sonaten (The "WUrttemberg" 

Sonatas ) is another group of six Sonatas, dedicated to 

the Duke of WUrttemberg, and published in 1744. Composed 

between 1742-4, they chronologically are numbers 23-28, 

and the Wotquenne number is 49/1-6. All are in three 

movements and employ the temposcheme of fast - slow- fast. 

Sechs Sonaten, called the Probe-Stlicke Sonatas, 

were written to illustrate The Essay. They are six Sonatas 

of three movements each, but are also considered as 

eighteen separate pieces, since each can stand alone. Each 

movement is in a different key and form. They range in 

difficulty from easy to advanced. Pub lished in 1753 with 

Part 2 of The Ess~, they are chronologically Sonatas 54-59, 

and listed in Wotquenne as 63/1-6. These are remarkable 

works. 

The collection, Sech Sonaten fUr Clavier mit ver~n

derten Reprisen (Sonatas with Altered Reprises), was com~ 

posed in 1759 and published in 1760. These were unusual 

because the Recapitulation or reprises were changed, by 

additions or deletions, from the Exposition. However, 

the over-all form remained the same as in other sonatas. 
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"This form becomes peculiar to C. P. E. Bach." 6 
Each 

Sonata i s in three movements, with the outer movements 

following the varied reprise form. These Sonatas are 

numb e r s 75-80, and are numbered 50/l-6 by Wotquenne. 

Two more groups o f six Sonatas~ W. 51/1-6 and W. 52/1-6, 

followed in the years 1761 and 1763, respectively. 

When Emanuel Bach took over his duties in Hamburg, 

his composition turned to instrumental and choral music. 

Because of the demands of his position, his clavier com-

positions lessened, and only thirty Sonatas were produced 

during these final twenty years. 

Six Sonates le Clavecin, A l'usage des Dames (Sonatas 

for Ladies ) were written for clavichord and harpsichord. 

These are, for the most part, lyrical, which makes them 

especially adaptable for younger students. They are listed 

in Wotquenne as 54/1-6, and were published in 1773. It 

is interesting to note that Emanuel Bach wrote over twenty 

single compositions using ladies' names. 

The Farrencs' Le Tresor des Pianistes is a valuable 

source for the works of C. P. E. Bach because many of the 

single Sonatas and less well-known pieces are included in 

6 Paz Corazon Cqnave, A Re-Evaluation of the Role 
Pla ed b Carl Phil i Emanuel Bach in the Development of 
the Clavier Sonata washington D. C.: Catholic University 
of America Press, 1956 ), p.l07. 
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this collection. Many of these are reprints fro m early 

collections pub li shed in Hamburg and edited by Bach. This 

collection contains the largest number of Emanuel Bach's 

Sonatas , sixty-five . Nagels Musik-Archiv, (Hannover: 

Adolph Nagel from 1929), contains twenty-four of Bach's 

Sonatas. 

Copi e s of the C. P. E. Bach Sonatas, except for 

twenty - eight, are in the Library o f Congress. Twenty-

seven of the other Sonatas are in the Brussels Royal Con-

servatory of Music Libra.ry, and the remaining one is in 

manuscript in the Berlin Bibliothek. 

" The art of C. P. E. Bach is intensely personal. 

His best works were composed for "Kenner und Liebhaber" 

[Connoisseurs and Amateurijto play f or their own enjoy-

ment, and they reveal a characteristic eighteenth century 

conc e rn with the affections of the soul." 7 This group of 

Sonatas flir Kenner und Liebhaber encompasses the years 

1758-85, and cove~a wide range of styles and forms. 

Beginning with music fo r clavichord, it continues through 

the years of the early pianoforte. None of these Sonatas 

could b e considered "easy" to play, but could well be used 

7Philip T . Barford , "C. P. E. Bach: A Master of 
the Clavichord," Musical Opinion 76 (July 1953):601. 
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by intermediate and advanced students. Emanuel Bach 

states in The Essay: "I divide all keyboard performers 

into two groups . In the first are those for whom music 

is a goal, and in the second, all amateurs who seek 

thorough instruction." 8 It is for each of these groups 

that he wrote the Sonatas of KuL. 

Die sechs Sammlun gen von Sonaten, freien Fantasien 

und Rondos fUr Kenne r und Liebhaber is divided i nto six 

volumes. The contents of each volume are detailed in 

Chapter I, Table l. The first set was originally called 

Claviersonaten , and was intended for clavichord. Each 

of the later volumes contains Rondos and/or Fantasias 

in addition to the Sonatas. 

The eighteen Sonat a s of KuL were not published 

chronolog ically according to composition date, but were 

gathered by Emanuel Bach into groupings of six, except 

Volume 4 which has seven pieces, and published along with 

Rondos and Fantasias to form collections. Publication 

dates rang e from 1779 - 87~ whereas dates of composition 

encompas s 1758-85. It seems appropriate to list these 

Sonatas in chronological order according to the date of 

compositi on for the purpose of analysis and comparison. 

8carl Ph ilipp Emanuel Bach, Essay on the Tr~e Art of 
Playing Ke y b oard Instruments , trans. William J. Mltchell 
(New York : W. w. Norton, 19 49), P· 8. 
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TABLE 2 

CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF THE SONATAS OF 
FUR KENNER UND LIEBHABER 

Ch. No . Year Wr. w. No. Vol. No. 

1 1758 w. 55/2 I 

2 176 3 w. 57/6 III 

3 1765 w. 55/4 I 

4 1765 w. 55/6 I 

5 1765 w. 58/4 IV 

6 1766 w. 57/4 III 

7 1772 w. 55/5 I 

8 1773 w. 55/1 I 

9 1774 w. 55/3 I 

10 1774 w. 56/2 II 

11 1774 w. 57/2 III 

12 1780 w. 56/4 II 

13 1780 w. 56/6 II 

14 1781 w. 58/2 IV 

15 1784 w. 59/1 v 
16 1784 w. 59/3 v 

17 1785 w. 61/2 VI 

18 1785 w. 61/5 VI 

Son. 

i 2 

3 
4 
6 
2 

I 2 
l 5 
1 1 i 

I 3 
i 
i 1 l 

! 1 

i 
2 

I 6 
1 
1 

I 
2 
2 

5 

Key for Table 2 : Ch. No . - Chronological Number 
Year Wr. - Year written 
w. No. - Wotquenne Catalogue Number 
Vol. No . - Volume Number 
Son . No . - Sonata N.Imber 

No. 
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All but two of these Sonatas are in three movements. 

Several have unusual key schemes, as well as unusual tempo 

schemes. The ornaments employed are /VV (A,),~)~.> ~ )~'~ 

and appoggiaturas in many note values. An explanation 

of these ornaments is given in The Essay, Part l, Chapter 2, 

and in the Introduction to each of the volumes in the 

Breitkopf and Hgrtel/Krebs edition of these works. 

Ch. 
No. 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13 

TABLE 3 

SYNOPSIS OF THE COMPLETE SONATAS OF 
FUR KENNER UND LIEBHABER 

Year Year No. Key 
Wr. Pub. w. No. M. Scheme 

1758 1779 w. "55/2 3 F-f-F 

176 3 1781 w. 57/6 3 f-F-f 

1765 1779 w. 55/4 3 A-fl.A 

1765 1779 w. 55/6 3 G-g-G 

1765 1783 w. 58/4 3 e-G-e 
j 

1781 1766 w. 57/4 3 d-g-d 

1772 1779 w. 55/5 3 F-d~F 

1773 1779 w. 55/1 3 C-G -C 

1774 1779 w. 55/3 3 b-g-b 

1774 1780 w. 56/2 3 G-~G 

1774 1781 w. 57/2 3 a-d-a 

1780 1780 w. 56/4 2 F-F 

1780 1780 w. 56/6 1 A 

! 

Tempo 
Scheme 

S-S-F 

F-S-S 

F-S-F 

F-S-F 

F-S-F 

F-S-F 

F-S-F 

F-S-F 

F-S-S 

F-S-F 

F-S-F 

S-F 

F 



Ch. Year 
No. Wr. 

14 1781 

15 1784 

16 1784 

17 1785 

18 1785 

Key for Table 3: 
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TABLE 3-Continued 

Year No. Key 
Pub. w. No. M. Scheme 

1783 w. 58/2 3 G-g-E 

1785 w. 59/1 3 e-G-E 

1785 w. 59/3 3 Ef-~Bb 

1787 w. 61/2 3 D-a-D 

1787 w. 61/5 3 e-G-e 

Ch. No. - Chronological Number 

Year Wr. - Year Written 

Year Pub. - Year Published 

Tempo 
Scheme 

S-S-F 

F-S-S 

F-S-S 

F-F-F 

F-S-F 

W. No. - Wotquenne Catalogue Number 

No. M. - Number of Movements 

Key Scheme - capital letters denote major 
keys 

small letters denote minor 
keys 

Tempo Scheme - F denotes a fast tempo 

S denotes a slow tempo 

The only edition presently available of the complete 

Sonatas of KuL is published by Breitkopf and H~rtel 

(Leipzig: 1954, ed. uy Carl Krebs with the second edition 

revised by Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht). Following are other 
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publications that include some of these Sonatas~ 

C. P. E. Bach: Six Sonatas, published by Peters in 1862 

and edited by Hans BUlow. Included in this edition are 

W. 55/4,6, and W. 57/2, 4, 6. Shedlock made the following 

comment about this edition: 

The late Dr. BUlow edited six of Emanuel 
Bach's sonatas, and though he was well acquainted 
with the composer's style of writing, his anxious 
desire to present the music in the most favourable 
light sometimes led him to make changes of which 
even lenient judges would not approve.9 

Le Tr~sor des Piani sts , which is increasingly difficult to 

find, contains W. 55/1,2,4, 6; W. 56/2,4; W. 57/2,4,6; 

and W. 59/3. Universal published Sonatas from Sammlungen 

fUr Kenner und Liebhaber in two books as follows: Book I 

contains W. 55/1,4,5; W. 56/2; and W. 57/2,4. Book II 

contains W. 55/2,3,6; W. 57/6; W. 58/4; and W. 59/3. 

These are edited by H. Schenker. 

9J . s . Shedlock, The Pianoforte Sonata, Its Origin 
and Development (Methuen: 1895), p. 96. 



CHAPTER V 

TH£ DEVELOPMENT OF FIRST-MOVEMENT FORM 

AS USED IN THE SONATAS OF 

FUR KENNER UND LIEBHABER 

In the previous chapter a brief history of sonata 

form is presented, and an over-all summary of the complete 

Sonatas of KuL. This chapter will deal only with the 

first movements of these same Sonatas. 

The term "first-movement form" is ambiguous since 

the same form is also employed in slow and final movements 

of sonatas, and is often used interchangeably with 

sonata-allegro form. However, the term sonata-allegro 

was not in use during the lifetime of Emanuel Bach. 

Not all first movements in the eighteenth century followed 

what is now called Classical sonata-allegro form. Therefore 

the term "first-movement form" will be used in the literal 

sense. 

Th~ eighteenth century first movements of sonatas, 

for the most part, were built from binary dance form. 

This form grew from earlier forms such as dance movements 

of the suite, the d2 capo aria, and the concerto grosso. 

As early as 1721 the Italian operatic overture was using a 

42 
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rounded binary form consisting of : A : BA . . This 

same form was being used by Maria Veracini in chamber music 

as early as 1721, Giovanni Pergolesi in 1730; and in the 

keyboard sonatas of C. P. E. Bach and Giovanni Platti 

around 1740. Apel reminds us that, " . . . the emergence 

of sonata-form is the result of a gradual development 

carried on by a great number of composers, not the achieve

ment of any single 'inventor of sonata-form'."l A wealth 

of composers of keyboard sonatas existed during this period 

of evolution, evolving from clavichord and harpsichord 

music to the music for the pianoforte. These composers are 

often listed by country with much sonata activity existing 

in Italy, Germany, France, and Spain. Because of this 

great activity in the field of sonata composition " 

one cannot even trace with certainty a chronological devel-

opment of the sonata-form exposition, for thematic hier-

archies can be cJearly evident in some movements and not in 

others in sonata forms written in the same year or even in 

the same sonata." 2 

1willi Apel, Harvard Dictionar~ of Music (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1961), p. 98. 

2R. M. Longyear, "Binary Variants of Early Classic 
Sonata Form," Journal of Music Theory, no. 13, 1969, 
p. 167. 
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From this m~lange of composers, Emanuel Bach emerges 

as a leader in establishing the first-movement sonata form. 

This form reached its culmination with the Classical sonata-

allegro form. Ernst Bauer in his Musical Forms of 1878 

states: "It was Emanuel Bach, the second son of the great 

Sebastian Bach, who fixed the present form of the sonata; 

even the greatest works of this kind by Beethoven are 

founded or built on Emanuel Bach's original plan." 3 William 

Newman further states: " ... llimanuel Bach] has be e n given 

more credit than any other for the 'perfection' of the 

4 
pre-Classic sonata." 

Several things contribute to this special recog-

nition. One is the name Bach, revered even in Emanuel's 

lifetime as synonymous with fine music. Another was 

location, Berlin and Hamburg both being cities of cultural 

importance. Due to Emanuel's prominent positions in both 

locales, he was able to meet many fellow musicians, 

influence them, and, in turn, be influenced by their 

styles. Yet another contributing factor to his fame 

3William s. Newman, A History of the Sonata Idea, 
Vol. 2; The Sonata in the Classic Era (Chapel Hill: · 
University of North Carolina Press, 1963), p. 116. 

4
Ibid., p . 413. 
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was that of being a fine performer, which kept him before 

the public and allowed his works to be heard. Lastly, 

he is singled out due to the large volume of keyboard 

music he produced: 164 keyboard sonatas alone! (This is 

the number of sonatas listed by Canave in her dissertation, 

and includes sixteen newly discovered ones.) 5 

Several incomplete definitions were written concerning 

first-movement form in the eighteenth century. However, 

according to Newman, "Heinrich Christoph Koch comes closest 

of all the eighteenth century theorists to an understanding 

of sonata form." 6 Following is a translation-p araphrase 

by Newman of Koch's definition of symphonic first-movement 

form (which closely relates to keyboard first-movement 

form), written in 1793 at the height of the popularity of 

the keyboard sonata. The explanations in parentheses are 

editorial .markings by Newman. 

The initial allegro is in two sections 
that may or may not have repeat signs. The 
first section (or exposition in nineteenth 
century terminology) contains the main idea 
in its original form and is a single division 

5Paz Corazon G. Canave, A Re-Evaluation of the Role 
Played by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in the D~VeloBment.of 
the Clavier Sonata (Washington D. C.: Cathollc Unlverslty 
of America Press, 1956), pp. 93-94. 

6william s. Ne ~man ''The Recognition of Sonata Form 
' " by Theorists of the 18th and 19th Centuries, Papers of 

the American Musicological Societ Annual Meeting 
December 19 1 , p. 27. 
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lasting up to the cadence in a new key . . . 
Often there is no cadential break until the 
nearly related key is attained, whether dominant 
or relative, and the rushing, sonorous theme 
gives way to a more songful theme, generally 
played with diminished force .... The 
second section has two main divisions of which 
the first (or development in nineteenth 
century terminology) has many forms, but may 
be reduced to two chief kinds. Most often 
this division starts with a literal, inverted, 
or otherwise altered statement of the main or 
other theme in the dominant or a more remote 
key . . . . After an optional restatement in 
the home key, some one or more of the melod i c 
ideas are sequenced, repeated, or otherwise 
expanded and dissected in the course of modu
lation that may touch on the submediant, super
tonic, or mediant keys in the opposite mode 
and generally lead through a short retransition 
of like nature back to the home key. 

In the other kind of division (or develop
ment) ... some effective theme from the first 
section, or only an element of it, may be so 
extended, transposed, or dissected, within the 
same voice or by exchange with other voices, 
that it gradually modulates through near and 
remote keys until the home key is restored at 
the end of this division, or until the dominant 
key is reached, after which a return is made 
that derives from the first section .... 

The final section (recapitulation in 
nineteenth century terminology) gives preference 
to the home key and 'starts most often with the 
(main) theme though sometimes with another melodic 
idea.' The preferred ideas are brought together 
and a modulation is generally made to the subdom
inant key, but without a cadence and with an 
early return to the home key. The allegro now 
ends with the repetition in the home key of the 
'latter half' of the first section (or exposition) 7 
from the point where the dominant key was reached. 

7Newman, Sonat 2 Idea, P· 33. 
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Since " ... the large majority of his [Emanuel 

Bach '~ clavier sonata first movements . are in more 

or less binary form . or some variant of it ... " 8 

it seems necessary to give the present day definition of 

binary form. Binary form is based on two sections, A and 

B, with each repeated. There follow three distinguishable 

schemes from this definite base: 

l . Symmetrical binary form in which both sections 

are of equal length. 

2 . Asymmetrical binary form in which the second 

secti on is longer than the first. 

3. Rounded binary form from which sonata-allegro 

form i s derived. This has repetition, exact or partial, 

of the first section at the end of t he second section. 

Thus the form is II: A : II: B A :II . 

The primary difference in rounded binary and 

ternary form , A - B - A, lies in the harmonic scheme. 

Rounded binary has two sections which cannot stand alone 

due to the first s ection ending on the dominant or some 

related key , and section B being based on material from 

section A. Ternary f orm contains three sections, complete 

8Emily R. Daymond, "Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, 11 

Proceedings of the Musi cal Association Thirty-third 
Session (1906-7), p . 48. 
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in themselves, each ending on the tonic. 

The rounded binary form coincides completely with 

sonata-allegro form: e.g. If: A = Exposition :fl: B = 

Development A = Recapitulation :Jf. The primary differ

ences between the rounded binary form, which came to the 

fore between 1721-75, and the later Classical sonata

allegro form are ones of style, length, use of second 

theme, and dropping of the repeated B section. The true 

sonata-allegro form has more extensive development and 

recapitulation sections with each treated more thoroughly 

than in rounded binary form. 

The analyses of the first movements of the Sonatas 

of KuL in their entirety are found in cnly three sources, 

two published, one unpublished. Each of these analyses 

is included with other works by C. P. E. Bach. The three 

sources are:Philip Barford's The Keyboard Music of C. P. E. 

Bach; Paz Canave's A Re-Evaluation of the Role Played by 

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in the Development of the Clavier 

Sonata; and Robert Wyler's "Form und Stiluntersuchungen 

zum ersten Satz der Klaviersonaten Carl Philipp Emanuel 

Bachs," an unpublished dissertation. 

Piano pedagogy is the major subject of the writer. 

Therefore, the analy s es will consist of form and thematic 

material rather than a measure-by-measure harmonic anal~es. 
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Reference to chordal structure will be included only when 

deemed necessary to the thematic and formal structure. 

Longyear states: 

Quite easily discernible in the early 
Classic sonata form are initial and closing 
ideas in each section, but what takes place 
between the ideas often radically varies 
from one work to another. Students of 
sonata-form well know the problems of iden
tifying a 'second theme,' of finding where the 
transition stops and the second theme begins, 
or in assigning functions to all the motives 
and motive-complexes in the musical structure 
of the work.9 

Often in the first movement of Emanuel Bach's 

sonatas a definite second theme is difficult to find. In 

fact, "a clear 'second theme' is the exception rather 

than the rule." 10 Most often the second theme, if there 

indeed is one, will be based on the first theme either 

rhythmically or melodically. However, since these "second 

themes" are harmonically in tonic or a related key, and 

are placed to coincide with a true second theme, it is 

difficult to classify these movements. In this paper a 

first movement with th~ above characteristics will be 

considered a modified rounded binary form. To clarify the 

9Longyear, "Binary Variants," p. 167. 

10 Newman, Sonata Idea, p. 420. 
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analyses, the first A section will be called the Exposition 

and the B section will be broken into Development and 

Recapitulation. The following terms will be used in the 

analyses: 

l. binary form - a form with two sections A and 
' 

B; the first (A), ending in the dominant or a related 

key;and the second (B), based on theme A. 

2 . rounded binary form - binary form which has 

repetition of the A section at the end of the B section. 

This is called bi-partite sonata-allegro form by Canave.
11 

3. ternary form - a form with three independent 

sections, A - B - A, each ending in the tonic. 

4. sonata-allegro form - a form based on the rounded 

binary form. The first section is cal le d Exposition 

and presents two or more definite themes joined together 

by transition material and ending in the dominant or a 

related key . The second section is divided into two parts: 

the Development , which changes the themes and transitions 

through varied harmonic, rhythmic, and melodic devices; 

and the Recapitulation , which again introduces the themes 

of the Exposition except changing the final harmonic 

structure in order to end in the tonic. 

11canave, Re-Evaluation of the Role, P· 125. 
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5. modified rounded binary form - a form more 

expanded than rounded binary with a second theme based on 

the first one,either melodically or rhythmically, and also 

in the dominant or a related key. It has a Development 

section and Recapitulation section as in the sonata-allegro. 

The first and second sections are repeated . 

6. through-composed - generally used as a vocal form. 

In this pape~ it will be considered a form with little or 

no repetition. 

7. monothematic -a piece or movement based on one 

theme. 

8. polythematic - a piece or movement based on two 

or more themes. 

9. primary theme - the first theme of a movement 

in tonic, usually forceful and dramatic, and easily 

discernible. 

10. secondary theme - the second t h eme in a movement, 

usually in the dominant or relative major (if the piece i s in 

minor), and lyrical in style. 

11. closing theme - a third theme of an entirely . 

different character, closing the Exposition in the domi

nant or relative major. 

12. transition o r bridge - a pass~e in music 

connecting themes or sections which usually contains 
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modulation. 

13. coda - an added section used to close the movement 

of a Sonata or Exposition. 

The analyses of the first movements of the Sortatas of 

KuL will be divided into three sections based strictly on 

the time span of the composition by decades. Since only 

one Sonata was written in the 1750's, it is included in the 

years 1760-69. Included in these analyses will be analyses 

12 by other writers. These include Paz Corazon G. Canave, 

J. S. Shedlock, 13 Charles Rosen, 14 WilliamS. Newman, 15 

R. M. Longyear, 16 and Philip T. Barford. 17 Throughout 

the analyses m. will denote measure, and mm. will denote 

measures. 

1758-1769 

Sonata number 1, W. 55/2, is one of the most remarkable 

12 Ibid. 

l3J. s. Shedlock, The Pianoforte Sonata , Its Origin 
and Development (Methuen: 1895). · 

14 charles Rosen, The Classical Style , Haydn, Mozart, 
Beethoven (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1972). 

l5Newman, Sonata Idea. 

16 "B · V · t " Longyear, lnary arlan s. 

l7Philip Barford, The Ke1board Music of C. P. E. Bach 
(New York: October House, 1966 . 
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of this entire set of Sonatas. Interestingly, the tempo is 

Andante, most unusual for a first movement. It is obviously 

written for clavichord since the use of "Bebung" is indic...--... 
ated J··; ). This technique, or vibrato, is impossible 

on a modern piano, but Barford gives some instructions on 

how to best achieve some semblance of the required sound. 

"Something akin to a Bebung can be produced with an 

e xtremely relaxed wrist. The dampers must be lifted and 

the performer should strive for rapid repetitions combined 

with sudden crescendo over each chord." 18 With a great 

deal of practice, this may be achieved. 

This movement has elaborate ornamentation and corn-

plicated thematic structure, both rhythmically and melod-

ically. Canave considers this movement a bi-partite 

sonata-allegro with two themes. Barford does not designate 

it as being in any particular form. This writer considers 

it a modified rounded binary form. 

The first theme, lyric in nature, but with a great 

deal of ornamentation, is a difficult passage to perform 

well on the piano. It is in the key of F rnajo~ and lasts 

exactly eight measures. This is followed by a transition 

(m. 9) to Theme II (mm. 14-21), in the dominant, with some 

18Ibid., p. 108. 
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melodic characteristics of Theme I, and again lasting 

eight measures. Completing the Exposition is a third 

theme (mm. 21- 27), in the dominant, which could be con

sidered a transition. However, this section, both rhyth

mically and harmonically, is the basis for the Development 

section. Therefore, it is considered a closing theme 

followed by a brief coda that moves from F major to the 

dominant. Another interesting facet of this mo vement is 

the transition leading back to the beginning. This is a 

somewhat longer bridge than is customary for a first 

ending . 

The Development briefly states the first theme in 

the dominant key and moves to the closing theme (m. 36) . 

The next twelve measures (mm. 36-48) combine dissonance 

with vibrato, moving through many modulations. Barford 

states that, "there is nothing quite like it in the music 

of any other composer.'' 19 This is followed by six measures 

of entirely new material acting as a transition to the 

Recapitulation in the tonic. A long (eleven measures) 

transition (mm. 61-72) leads directly to the closing theme, 

this time in the tonic and dispensing with the coda. An 

unusual four-measure transition, marked Larghetto, connects 

19 Ibid. 
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the first movement to the second. This transition, which 

Barford calls "remarkably impressive," 20 modulates from 

F major to f minor as well as employs "Bebung" once more . 

Shedlock also has brief comments on this Sonata . 

The second Sonata , W. 57/ 6 , is one of the better

known of this Sonata group. Barford compares it stylis

tically to the early Sonatas of Beethoven, especially Opus 

2, Number 1, which is also in f minor. This Sonata contains 

several elements which tell of things to come. One is the 

"Mannheim skyrockets," ascending arpeggios with dotted 

rhythm, which open the piece. Two others are diminished 

seventh "stress" chords, followed by a cadenza-like run, 

which leads into the closing theme.
21 

Canave calls this a bi-partite s onata-allegro 

form with one theme, whereas Barford considers it a true 

sonata-allegro form. This writer prefers the modified 

rounded binary because of the short second theme and the 

repeat of section B. 

The movement opens in f minor with the above-

mentioned arpeggios composing the first theme,which 

continues for eight measures (mm. l-8). This is followed 

by an eight-measure transition based on the first theme, 

20
Ibid. 

21 Ibid . 
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leading into a four-measure second theme (mm. 16-20) 

in the key of G major. The intervals of this theme are 

inverted to make up the last half of the theme. Fol-

lowing are the aforementioned diminished seventh chords 

followed by a -cadenza-like run which leads to a transition 

section in c minor (mm. 26-30), again based on Theme I. 

This is followed by a coda in c minor with a first-ending 

bridge leading back to the beginning. The final note of 

the Exposition is an octave C. 

The second ending, leading into the Development in 

A-flat, is composed of a descending run in triplets. 

Beginning with Theme I (mm. 36-44\ it moves into new 

material based on triplet-rhythm patterns, much like 

Beethoven's Opus 2, Number 1. These right-hand triplets 

are combined with left-hand quarter notes marked with 

staccato-wedges, and this motive modulates through several 

keys (mm. 45-65). This pattern lasts until the Recapitu

lation which returns in f minor. The original transition 

is deleted, and it moves directly to the second theme in 

f minor (mm. 73-77). There follows a return of the dimin-

ished seventh chords and cadenza. The transition, based 

on Theme I returns in f minor and the movement is com-
' 

pleted with the orig inal coda, this time in f minor. 
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Sonata 3, W. 55/4, is the best-known of all the 

Sonatas not only because of its length, but because it 

is well-suited to the piano. Canave considers this a bi

partite sonata-allegro form with one theme, and in sym

metrical binary form. Each section--Exposition, Devel

opment, and Recapitulation--is from thirty-nine to forty

two measures long, which seems to be the apparent basis 

for her use of the word symmetrical. Barford s tates 

that it is "characterized by a very orthodox classical 

sound . . . fully developed . . . and basically monothe

matic."22 According to this writer, this is a good example 

of binary form. 

Opening in A major, this Sonata begins with the 

theme statement, which lasts eight measures (mm. l-8). 

Moving from Transition I (it seems expedient to number the 

transitions, since each has definite characteristics), 

the theme returns in E major (m. 13) with some melodic 

and rhythmic variation. Transition II (m. 17) .follows 

in B major continuing into a third transition (Transition 

III) which modulates back to E major. A fragment of the 

theme appears again in E major (m. 27), and is followed 

by an eight-measure Transition IV. A brief coda in E 

major closes the Exp osition with a first and second ending 

22 Ibid., p. 110. 
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given. 

The Development begins with the theme in E major 

and makes extensive use of the theme and Transition II 

and III. There are two single measures of silence 

(mm. 69, 78), each dividing thematic material from 

Transition IV material. 

The Recapitulation restates the theme in A major 

following with Transition I (mm. 91-94). Again the theme 

occurs, this time in b minor, followed by Transition II 

(mm. 99-106) and deleting Transition III. When the theme 

occurs in A major, it is followed by Transition IV and 

then the coda, using a first and second ending. There is 

no definite cadence in A major in the second ending, 

and the movement ends on a single f-sharp. This f~sharp 

becomes part of the B7 chord leading into a seven-measure 

recitative. This forms a bridge between the first and 

second movements, the latter of which is in f-sharp minor. 

Hinson considers this Sonata "eminently suitable for 

recitals 1T
2 3 and Newman states that the first and third 

' 
movements point directly to the writing of Haydn and Beetho

ven.24 Shedlock also elaborates briefly on this Sonata. 

2 3Maurice Hinson, Guide to the Pianist's Repertoire, 
ed. Irwin Freundli ch (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1973), p. 27. 

24 Newman, Sonata Idea, p. 427. 
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The fourth Sonata, W. 55/6, "is a 'tour de force' in 

Bach's grand virtuoso style." 25 The ·entire movement is 

similar to a fantasia, with short rhythmic and melodic 

motives, sudden dyna~ic changes, and cadenza passages 

woven throughout. Canave calls this a bi-partite, mono

thematic, sonata-allegro form. Barford leaves it without 

a formal designation. It is, according to this writer, 

a modified rounded binary form. 

The opening of the first theme, in G major, is com

posed of accented chords and octaves immediately followed 

by a soft, five-tone scale passage. The remainder of the 

theme is built on brief passages in thirds repeated in 

measures 4-6. This theme is followed by a Transition I 

(mm. 8-10), and another transition (II) entirely different 

from the first one. Ending in the dominant, this second 

transition leads into the second theme (mm. 16~20) 

beginning in the dominant key, but going directly to the 

G chord. It ends in the dominant. A closing theme, in 

the dominant, lasts three measures, followed by material 

based on Transition I. The coda begins in measure 24, and 

ends with a cadenza-like run leading back to the beginning. 

The same type of run leads also into the Development 

section. 

25Barford, Keyboard Music, P· 112. 
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The Development begins with Theme I in the dominant, 

and leads into Transition I (mm. 34-37) and Transition II 

(mm 38-41); and then develops the coda adding a cadenza 

section in measures 43-45. The Recapitulation begins with 

Theme I in G major and is followed again by an extended 

Transition I. Transition II is deleted. Theme II (mm.58-

61) begins on a c 7 chord moving to C major. Again the 

closing theme appears, this time in G major, and is 

followed by material from Transition I. The coda has 

another cadenza-like run leading back to the Development. 

The second ending is simply one chord. Newman considers 

this movement a forerunner to the writing of Haydn and 

Beethoven. 26 

Sonata number 5, W. 58/4, is based on the Sonatas 

with Altered Reprises, one of Emanuel Bach's experimen

tations. This movement is considered a polythematic, 

bi-partite sonata-allegro form by Canave. Barford con

siders it as approximating a sonata with altered reprise. 

This writer prefers a rounded binary form with an altered 

reprise, or Recapitulation. 

Opening in e minor with a lyrical first theme, this 

movement moves into Transition I (mm. 10-12) in the key of 

G major. The second theme in G major, begins with a 

26 Newman, Sonata Idea, P· 427. 
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syncopated rhythm, and moves through a series of triplet

rhythm patterns, ending with an accented broken chord in 

measure 22. Following is Transition II (mm. 23-29), 

ending with a six-measure coda in G major. The second 

ending leads into the Development section, beginning in 

G major and briefly developing the first theme. Except 

for a few rhythmic fragments of the Exposition, the 

remainder of the Development is new material (mm. 42-63) 

until the coda appears in the last six measures of the 

Development. 

The Recapitulation begins with Theme I (mm. 70-

85) in e minor, followed by Transition I with three new 

measures added. The first three measures of the second 

theme are deleted, with new material in e minor in their 

place (mm. 86-89). However, the last three measures of 

Theme II are the same, except in the dominant key, B major. 

Transition II takes over, followed by the coda, and ends 

in e minor. This movement would be a good piece for an 

intermediate piano student working on slurs. 

Sonata number 6, W. 57/4, is a highly ornamented 

movement, with a form very close to sonata-allegro form. 

It has all the elements of a sonta-allegro form, but will 

be conside red modifi e d rounded binary form because of the 

s hort De velopment section. Opening with Theme I (mm. 1-8) 
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in d minor, this movement returns momentarily to Theme I 

in measures 9-11, and then moves on to Transition I. 

Theme II begins in measure 17 in the relative major, F, 

and is a fully-developed theme (mm. 17-24) moving into 

Transition II, which is composed of thirty-second note 

runs. The coda ends in F major, and does not have a first 

and second ending, only a repeat sign. 

The Development begins with Theme I in F major, 

the only theme developed, and continues from measures 33 

through 42 where new material takes over until Trans ition 

II appears in measure 46. The development clo s es with coda 

material. The Recapitulation begins with Theme I in d minor 

moving to Transition I. The second theme follows in B-flat 

major (m. 66), and is briefly altered by the addition of 

thirty-second note runs before ending in d minor. Transi

tion II returns (mm. 74-78), and the movement ends with the 

coda in d minor. This is the only first movement of these 

Sonatas which does not repeat the B section. 

1770-1779 

This brief Sonata, number 7, W. 55/5, is just 

twenty-nine measures long, and is in symmetrical binary 

form with two theme s . Canave considers it monothematic 

binary dance form. It opens with a four-measure intro-
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duction beginning on a c minor chord. This leads into a 

lyrical Theme I in F major. Measure nine is the beginning 

of Theme II in C major, although this could be considered 

transition material. The brief codetta is two measures 

long, and ends in C major. 

Section B opens with the introductory material, 

this time in g minor. Following is Theme I in a minor, 

the relative minor of the dominant an unusual key progres

sion. Measure 23 repeats Theme II, this time in F major. 

The movement ends with an extended codetta ending in F 

major. Shedlock and Rosen both make only brief comments 

on this Sonata movement. This Sonata movement could be 

used as a preparation piece for larger sonatas by students 

of piano. 

Sonata number 8, W. 55/l, is the first in the 

collection of Sonatas of KuL. It seems appropriate that 

it was placed at the beginning because it looks backward 

to the study pieces of earlier years. In rounded binary 

form, it is a piece written with the clavichord in mind. 

This movement is similar to the best-known teaching piece 

of C. P. E. Bach, Solfegietto in c minor, W. 117/2 . It 

has the same overlapping of hands, the same definite 

cadences, and the same use of left-hand octaves played 

beneath a sixteenth-note broken chord pattern. Canave 
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calls this movement a bi-partite sonata allegro form 

with two themes. Barford considers it a solfeggio. 

Beginning with Theme I inC major (mm. 1-8), this 

movement goes directly to Theme II in a minor (mm. 9-20), 

and ends with a coda in G major. The movement has a first 

and second ending. The Development is based on Theme I 

in E major and coda material in e minor--an interesting 

key scheme. The Development ends with new material 

(mm. 45-52), with a closing two-measure, quarter-note 

cadence. An extended Theme I in C major begins the Recap

itulation, and moves directly to the coda material, 

deleting Theme II, and ending in C major. Hinson considers 

this a good work for a recita1. 27 

Sonata 9, W. 55/3, is one of the most interesting 

of the Sonatas of KuL. Not only does it have unusual key 

schemes, but it contains varied rhythmic fragments, 

some syncopated. Canave, as well as this writer, calls 

thi£ movement symmetrical binary dance form with two themes. 

Barford considers it monothematic. Longyearures this move

ment as an example of binary-variant form. 

Although the movement is in b minor because of the 

closing harmony, it begins with Theme I in D major. This 

theme last s seven measures, and leads into Theme II in 

27Hinson, Guide to Repertoire, P· 27. 
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G major (mm. 8-15). The coda is in f-sharp minor. 

Section B begins with Theme I, this time in A major, 

and is extended by two measures. Theme II enters in 

C major, lasts eight measures, and leads into the coda 

in b minor. There are repeats after each section, but 

no first and second endings. 

Rosen and Shedlock both comment on this movement 

and give brief analyses. "Davison and Apel offer it as 

an example of Bach's affecting style." 28 Those interested 

in form are thus aware of this Sonata, although it is 

seldom performed. 

Sonata number 10, W. 56/2, is in modified rounded 

binary form. Canave calls this movement monothematic 

bi-partite sonata-allegro form. Barford considers it a 

"Haydnesque sonata-allegro form. It was characteristic of 

Haydn to submit tuneful material to rigorous extension in 

the middle section of his sonata-form movements, and it is 

not impossible that Bach was now under Haydn's influence." 29 

The movement opens with Theme I in G major and 

is characterized by the rhythm motive ~. over eighth-note 

pedal tones. Transition I Begins in measure 8 and moves 

through A major to D major preparing for Theme II, which 

28Barford, Keyboard Music, p. 110. 

29Ibid., p. 114 · 
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begins in measure 12 on the dominant. This theme is 

characterized by broken octaves in the left-hand. Transi

tion II begins in me~sure 18, and leads to the coda. This 

coda is a combination of the rhythmic motive and pedal 

tones of Theme I, and the broken octaves of Theme IIo The 

first ending has a bold broken D7 chord (with the D 

suggested in the bass), and with a tenuto, leading back to 

the beginning. The second ending has a broken vii' chord 

with tenuto, as preparation for the Development in a minor. 

Theme I,with its rhythm and pedal tone, serves as the basis 

for the entire Development. The Recapitulation brings 

back Theme I in G Major, deletes Transition I, and moves 

directly to Theme II (m. 56), in G major. Transition II 

follows, moving to the coda in G major. The first ending 

has a broken vii~ chord, the same as in the Exposition, 

to prepare for the repeat. The second ending has a G and 

B, and then a broken diminished seventh chord, with 

tenuto, preparing for the next movement in f-sharp minor. 

Shedlock offers a brief analyzation of the Sonata movement. 

Sonata number 11, W. 57/2, is a study in keyboard 

technique, using overlapping arpeggios, broken octaves, 

and varied rhythm patterns. Especially suited for the 

clavichord or harps~ ~hord, it loses some of its interest 

when performed on a pianoforte. Canave considers this a 
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bi-partite sonata-allegro form and monothematic, whereas 

Barford calls it an extended binary form. This writer 

·prefers to call it an asymmetrical binary form with one 

theme. 

It is difficult to differentiate theme and transi

tion sections since the movement is based on thematic and 

rhythmic fragments. Section A opens with a definite 

theme in a minor, and continues for eight measures with 

a cadence in G major. Following is a four-measure tran

sition section beginning in C major and leading to a coda 

in measure 13. The coda is built on three melodic 

fragments, each two measures in length, and ends in C 

major. 

Section B opens with the original theme in C major 

and continues, with alterations and additions, from 

measures 19-33 when the transition reappears. Inserted 

in these measures is a measure of silence as well as 

overlapping broken octaves. The transition returns in 

a minor and, once more, leads to the coda, which now 

has only two thematic fragments. The movement ends in 

the expected a minor. 

•• '1 
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17 80-17 88 

The remaining seven Sonatas were written in the 

last eight years of Emanuel Bach's life, and hold more 

experimentation than the first two sections. It is as if 

Bach now decides to do what he prefers, rather than what 

is expected of him. 

Sonata number 12, W. 56/4, is unique due to several 

factors. This Sonata contains only two movements, which 

is unusual, and the form of the first movement is theme 

with variations. The tempo is .Andantino, which suggests 

a second, rather than a first movement, and the first 

movement ends in the parallel key, f minor. Canave does 

not give a form for this movement, and Barford calls it 

a monothematic arioso. 

The lyrical theme is stated in the first measure in 

F major, and is ten measures long. This theme appears 

three more times, each time in F majo~ and each time for 

exactly ten measures. All manner of rhythmic and melodic 

variation takes place as well as varied ornamentation. 

These variations end wi t hout a definite F major cadence in 

measure 40, and lead into a seven-measure coda employing 

modulation into f minor. This coda goes from fortissimo 

to pianissimo in four measures. Another unique feature 
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is that it closes in f minor and then is immediately 

followed by a movement in F major. Shedlock mentions this 

Sonata in his brief analyses. 

The thirteenth Sonata, W. 56/6, is also quite unusual 

since it contains only one movement. Shedlock and Canave 

both consider this a two-movement Sonata, since there is 

a transition section between measures 33-41 leading to a 

change in time signature. However, there is no new tempo 

marking or new key signature to designate this a separate 

movement. Barford states: " . . Bach contrives the 

effect of a 'sonata quasi una fantasia' in one move-

ment . . although two sections are clearly recog-

nizable."30 This writer considers it a modified binary 

form, since it is in two large sections. Each section 

comprises a binary form, the first one a symmetrical 

binary, and the second an asymmetrical binary form. 

The A section is broken into two sections, A1 and 

A2, each sixteen measures long. A1 states the first 

theme in A major which lasts eight measures. This is 

followed by a second theme (Theme II) in the dominant, 

E major, which lasts four measures. The final four 

measures are a coda consisting of sixteenth-note triplet 

30ibid., p. 115. 
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scale passages ending in E major. A2 begins with Theme I 

in b minor and, following five measures of new material, 

finally returns with the theme's final cadence in E maj or. 

Theme II returns exactly as it appeared in A1 followed b y 

the coda, now ending in A major. Nine measures of 

transition follow, ending in C majo r . 

Section B1 begins with a new theme (Theme III) in 

b minor and continues for eight measures (mm. 42-49). 

New transition material begins in measure 50, and continues 

to the conclusion of section B1 , ending in b minor. 

Section B2 begins with the theme from B1, with 

inversions and variations in the melody, but employing t h e 

same rhythmic motives. This time it is extended to encom

pass sixteen measures. The transition from B1 takes ove r 

in measure 80 and continues to the end of the movement, 

this time ending on a strong A major cadence. Each of the 

smaller sections is written with repeats. 

The form of the first movement of Sonata 14, W. 58/2, 

is difficult to identify. Canave considers it a miscel

laneous form, and Barford makes no comment on the formal 

·structure. Since the movement is in one continuous section 

with no divisions,the writer will consider it a "through

composed" composition based on two fragmentary themes. 

It could also be considered a simple binary form since 
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the two themes briefly recur, but there is no formal 

division. 

The basic idea of Theme I is two measures long and 

begins in G majo~ followed by a transition section lasting 

until measure 10. Here a second theme section begins in 

D major. This is followed by a second transition section 

of six measures, ending in D major. Theme I returns for 

two measures, followed by six measures of new material. 

Theme II returns in D major, but modulates into G major. 

This Sonata could well be used as a learning piece for 

an intermediate piano student prior to the Sonatas of 

Domenico Scarlatti. 

Sonata 15, W. 59/1, is a monothematic binary form 

marked Presto. Canave considers this to be a bi-partite 

sonata-allegro form with one theme. 

Section A states the theme in e minor, which lasts 

with varied rhythmic motives, through measure 10. Again 

the theme is stated, only this time in E major and lasts 

six measures. A five-measure coda ends Section A in 

G major. It is marked with a repeat sign. 

Section B begins in d minor with the theme suggested 

primarily through rhythmic motives. This theme is devel

oped rhythmically a~ d melodically through measure 50, 

where the coda reappears. The first ending is in e minor. 
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The second ending, however, employs only a slight cadence 

feeling and immediately moves into a recitative of eight 

measures used as a transition. Ending with a cadenza, 

this transition cadences in C major, the key of the second 

movement. This movement employs dotted rhythms and eighth

note triplet patterns. 

Sonata 16, W. 59/3, is a technical study in triplets, 

broken chords, and contrary motion. Based on only one 

theme, this movement is in rounded binary form. Canave 

considers it monothematic, bi-partite sonata-allegro 

form; but Barford states only that it is monothematic. 

The theme begins with a B-flat cadence used almost 

as introductory material rather than the beginning of a 

theme. It is difficult todEtinguish the end of the theme 

since there is no definite cadence until measure 10, and 

then it is in the key of G major moving to C major. The 

remainder of the Exposition is built on rapid sixteenth

note triplet patterns built on broken chords, as well as 

scale passages. There is no relief until the end of the 

Exposition in F major. After a tenuto eighth-rest, the 

Development begins with the theme in g minor. The Devel

opment is built on the aforementioned triplet patterns 

through measure 33 where a quasi-recitative takes over 

for three measures, ending in F major. The Recapitulation 
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begins with the theme in B-flat, and continues (combined 

with the triplet sequence with variations in melodic and 

harmonic structure), to the end of the movement. The 

movement ends in B-flat, with a tenuto over the bar line. 

Both sections are to be repeated. 

Sonata 17, W. 61/2, contains a modified rounded 

binary form for the first movement. Barford does not give 

a form, and Canave calls it a monothematic, bi-partite 

sonata-allegro form. This movement begins with Theme I 

in D major which lasts eight measures and cadences on 

A major. This is unusual since Theme II is in e minor. 

The second theme is a contrast to Theme I, and acts as the 

basis for the Development. A coda closes the Exposition 

with first and second endings, each closing on a single A. 

The Development begins with Theme II in G major, 

and is built on this theme and coda material. After the 

Development closes in A major, the Recapitulation occurs 

with Theme I followed by Theme II in C major. The coda 

reappears in D major with first and second endings. A 

three-measure bridge to the second movement in a minor 

begins in measure 80, and ends on the E7 chord. This 

movement contains rapid changes in rhythm and harmony. 

This final fi rs t movement, only thirty-two measures 

long, belongs to the eighteenth Sonata, W. 61/5. Written 
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for clavichord, it is not a piece to be played in a larg e 

auditorium or on a piano, and certainly is a piece for 

connoisseurs. Canave does not list this in her analyses, 

and Barford states: " ... Bach compresses a considerable 

amount of contrasted material into a very short space."3l 

This writer considers it a rounded binary form with two 

themes. Written three years before Bach's death, it 

appears he was now writing to express his inner feelings 

and in honor of his beloved clavichord. 

Theme I is in e minor, and lasts eight measures. 

It is followed immediately by Theme II in C major. Theme 

II moves through a chromatic motive and ends in B major. 

The Development begins pianissimo with the first 

theme, and lasts only nine measures, (mm. 15-23). Theme I 

recurs in the Recapitulation in e minor, continues for 

six measures, and ends with the chromatic motive from 

Theme II in e minor. Both sections are to be repeated. 

These first movements of the Sonatas of Kul carry 

the listener or performer through numerous moods, forms, 

and styles. They incorporate music for large audiences, 

as well as small; and for clavichord, as well as piano. 

There are movements written in the style of Domenico 

3lBarford, Keyboard Music, p. 120. 
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Scarlatti, as well as in the style of Haydn. Certainly this 

particular group of Sonatas helps bridge the early eight-

eenth-century binary form sonatas to the Classical sonata-

allegro form of the early nineteenth century. A summary 

of these Sonatas will follow in Table 4. 

Ch. 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

TABLE 4 

SYNOPSIS OF THE FIRST - MOVEMENTS OF THE 
SONATAS OF FUR KENNER UND 1IEBHABER 

w. c. Key No. No. 
No. No. Scheme Tempo Th. mm. 

55/2 120 F-C-C-F-F I Andante 3 84 

57/6 130 f-C-ft!'-f-f Allegro 2 92 

55/4 122 A-E-E-A-A Allegro 1 130 
assai 

55/6 124 G-D-D-G-G Allegretto 3 68 
moderato 

58/4 132 e-G-G-e-e Allegretto 2 106 

57/4 129 d-F-F-d-d Allegro 2 81 
moderato 

55/5 12 3 F-C-a-F-F Allegro 2 29 

55/l 119 C-a-E-C-C Prestissimo 2 71 

55/3 121 D-C-A-C-b Allegretto 2 42 

56/2 125 G-D-a-G-G Allegretto 2 73 

57/2 128 a-C-C-a-a Allegro 1 41 

56/4 126 F-F-F-F-f Andantino 1 47 

Form 

MRB 

MRB 

ABF 

MRB 

MRB 

MRB 

SBF 

RBF 

SBF 

MRB 

ABF 

T&V 
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TABLE 4-Continued 

Ch. w. c. Key No. No. 
No. No. No. Scheme Tempo Th. mm. Form 

13 56/6 127 A-E-b-A-b Allegretto 3 93 MBF 
b-fl.A 

14 58/2 131 G-D-G-D-G Grazioso 2 36 TC 

15 59/1 135 e-E-G-d-e Presto 1 65 ABF 

16 59/3 136 B~F-g-Bla.g, Allegro 1 54 RBF 
un poco 

17 61/2 140 D-e-A-G-D Allegro 2 83 MRB 
di molto 

18 61/5 141 e-C-G-e-e Allegretto 2 32 RBF 

Key for Table 4: Ch. No. - Chronological Number 

W. No. - Wotquenne Catalogue Number 

C. No. - Number used by Canave 

Key Scheme - indludes the key of the first 

and second themes in the Exposition, 

the key of the Development, the key 

of the Recapitulation, and the 

final key. Large letters denote major 

keys, small letters denote minor keys. 

No. Th. - Number of Themes 

No. mm. - Number of Measures. 

Forms - MRB 
ABF 
SBF 
RBF 
T&V 
TC 

= modified rounded binary 
= asymmetrical binary form 
= symmetrical binary form 
= rounded binary form 
= theme and variations 
= through composed 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Emanuel Bach has been established, historically, as 

an important teacher, author, performer, and composer. 

As a teacher he taught such musicians as Christian G. 

Neefe who was Beethoven's teacher, and Johann G. Eckhardt, 

who influenced Mozart. His Essay should be a standard 

textbook for teachers and students of keyboard instruments. 

Emanuel Bach states in the Introduction that "teachers 

must know everything that appears in my Essay and be clever 

enough to select the manner and order of instruction best 

adapted to the students that they teach. Niceties come 

last .... Nothing fundamental can be learned without time 

and patience." 1 

As mentioned previously, his performance, as related 

through Burney, was truly remarkable. As a composer, he 

is known only through a handful of his total output. Kath-

leen Dale states: 

1carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Essay on the True Art 
of Playing Keyboard Instruments, trans. William J. Mitchell 
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1949), p. 8. 
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Even in the smaller world of professional 
musicians, he ~· Bac~ is regarded as a figure 
of historical importance rather than as a com
poser of live music, and indeed, this is 
hardly surprising in view of the comparative 
inaccessibility of the majority of his compo
sitions .... If a time should come when 
all his printed compositions are once more 
e asily obtainable, and the most interesting 
of thos e as yet in MS (manuscript] are pub
lished, a more reasonable estimate of his 

2 undeniable genius might eventually be formed. 

There are sources which contend that Emanuel Bach was 

t h e "father of the sonata form." However, it i s more 

a ccurate to estimate his value as being an important link 

in the development of sonata form. Although other composers 

were writing in rounded binary form, Bach's influence in 

his day, as well as his total Sonata output made him a 

l e ader in the establishment of sonata form. 

The first movements of Bach's early Sonatas were 

written, primarily, in monothematic binary form; and he 

lat er expanded his first-movements into modified rounded 

binary form using two or more themes. This modified 

rounded binary form resembles sonata-allegro form. How-

e v e r in modified rounded binary form, the second themes 
' 

a r e o ften based on the first theme, and appear fragmentary; 

t h e De v e lopment sections are not as extended; and the final 

2Kathlee n Dale, "C. P. E. Bach and the Keyboard," 
Mont hly Musical Record 76 (October 1946): 188. 
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section is repeated. This form, established by Emanuel 

Bach, was the basis for the Viennese Classical composers 

who took it and standardized it into what we know today as 

sonata-allegro form. 

The Sonatas fUr Kenner und Liebhaber are especially 

important because of the time span they cover in Emanuel 

Bach's life, the type of forms they encompass, the various 

technical difficulties they impose, and their historical 

significance in the development of the sonata. The 

primary difficulty in studying these works is availability. 

There was a two-year delay for this writer between the 

arrival of Volume I and the arrival of Volume VI from 

Europe. 

When available, these Sonatas are beneficial for 

teaching purposes for several reasons. They contain 

melodic lines with large skips and much ornamentation 

which take a great deal of practice to perform smoothly. 

Sudden rhythmic changes, e.g., triple to duple to quad

ruple meter within one measure; and difficult rhythmic 

passages such as three against two, and five against two, 

are abundant in these works. This requires careful counting 

and must be practiced well. Scale passages beginning 

on various scale tones; arpeggio passages, many employing 

interlocking sequences; and unusual harmonic changes are 
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found throughout these Sonatas. These comprise a technical 

challenge for students of the keyboard. Also in these 

eighteen Sonatas, special techniques are employed such as 

slurring, sudden dynamic changes, interpretation of caden

zas, "Bebung" (for clavichord), and the wedge used as a 

staccato. Ornaments incorporated into th~ Sonatas include 

turns, turns with trills, trills, upward and downward 

trills, mordents, and several types of appoggiaturas. 

These Sonatas may be used in the study of form, 

because a variety of forms are employed. Included in 

these forms are various types of binary form, rondos, 

gigues, ternary forms, fantasias, and theme and variations. 

A survey of the complete Sonatas of KuL reveals 

the following: 

1. Volume I contains six Sonatas: Volumes II and 

III each contain three Sonatas and three Rondos; Volume 

IV includes two Sonatas, three Rondos, and two Fantasias; 

and Volumes V and VI each contain two Sonatas, two Rondos, 

and two Fantasias. 

2. One Sonata was written in 1758 and another one 

in 1763. Three were written in 1765, and one was composed 

in 1766. In the following decade, one Sonata was written 

in 1772 and 1773, respectively, and three Sonatas were 

composed in 1774. Two Sonatas were composed in 1780, one 
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in 1781, two in 1784, and the final two were written in 

1785. 

3. There are sixteen Sonatas written in three 

movements, one written in two movements, and one written in 

one movement. 

4. Twelve of the complete Sonatas are in major keys 

and six are in minor keys. 

5. Three of these Sonatas have slow first move

ments, three others have slow final movements, and 

twelve are in the scheme fast-slow-fast. 

6. Only two Sonatas do not have the first and last 

movements in the same key. Fifteen have the first and 

last movement in the same key. The other Sonata is in 

one movement. 

7. The key signatures of the Sonatas do not go 

beyond four sharps and four flats. 

A survey of the first movements of the Sonatas 

of KuL reveals the following: 

1. The forms employed in these first movements are 

as follows: eight are written in modified rounded binary 

form, two in symmetrical binary form, three in asymmetrical 

binary form, and three are in rounded binary form. One 

is theme and variations and one is through-composed. 
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2. Ten of these Sonatas have two themes, three of 

them contain three themes, and five have one theme. 

3. Only one Sonata does not repeat the final section. 

All other sections are marked with repeat signs. 

4. Two Sonatas have bridges of more than one measure 

leading back to the Exposition. 

5. Five Sonatas have transition passages leading 

directly to the second movement. 

There are recommended areas for further study which 

would be beneficial. These would include studies of the 

middle movements of these Sonatas of KuL, and studies 

of the Rondos and Fantasias, respectively, contained in 

Volumes II - VI of this collection. 

Examination of C. P. E. Bach's work will 
not ~lway~ reveal great music; but it will 
reveal the essential qualities which are not 
apparent in a cursory glance or pianoforte 
performance. There are many beautiful pages, 
the fruit of a refined sensibility and a 
powerful musical imagination which would 

3 repay revival under appropriate conditions. 

3Philip T. Ba rford, "C. P. E. Bach: A Master of the 
Clavichord," Musical Opinion 76 (July 1953): 603. 



APPENDIX A 

BACH FAMILY GENEALOGY 

The German family of Bach began approximately in 

1561 and continued through 1845. This remarkable family 

w~s known as musicians in and around Thuringia. They 

remained in this general area of Germany until the sons of 

Johann Sebastian carried this heritage of musical genius 

abroad. However, the sons of Johann Sebastian mark the 

end of this clan, as each one died either childless or at 

an early age. 

The first genealogy chart is taken from Grove's 

Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., by Sir 

George Grove, ed. Eric Blom (New York: St. Martin's Press, · 

Inc., 1954), pp. 317-21. 

Chart 2 is the family of Johann Sebastian Bach, and is 

taken from Paz Canave's A Re-Evaluation of the Role Played 

by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach in the Development of the 

Clavier Sonata (Washington D. C.: Catholic University of 

America Press, 1956), pp. 81-82. 
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Genealogy Chart Number 1 

The Bach Family 

1. HILDI Bach.~ 1~61. 

I? 
ll. Veit, ?-161g. 

I 
I 

S· Lips, ?-16~o. I 
I 

._ Johann Lud-
6. Jdhannes (Hans), ?-16~6 . 

wig, 1677-1741. I 
I I I I ~· Samuel 

Anton,'· 1710-178r. 7· Johannes, 1604- 1673· 22. Christoph, J6JS-166J . 13. Heinrich, 16r~-1692 . 

+ I 
I I ~t beorr 8. Johann g. Johann 

Cbriatian, .£gidius, c rist~h, 
16.to-J68~. 164~-1716. 164~-· 7· 

+ I I I ' 
II. Johann 10. Johann .Johann 
Bernard, Christoph, alentin, 

r676-1749· 168~-?1740. d.?, 17~0. 
I + I 

lt. Johann I 

~7 . JoLann 
Chris tog;, 
164~-· 3· 

I 
~a. Johann 

Ernst, 
1683-1739· 

I 

I 
I 

~g. Johann 
Ambrosius, 
16·~-16g5. 

I 
16. Johann 
Nikolaus, 

1669-1753· 

+ 

I 
I 

15. Johann 
Christoph, 
1642-1703. 

I 
17. Johann 
Christoph , 

1674-? 1740· 

+ 

I 

18. Jo~ann 
Friedrich, 

'· 1675-1730. 

Ernst, ll~ ~~-lohann 
171!1-1777· Ew, 

+ 
20. Johann 

Mschael, 

'l'~ 
1- . 

SO· ~ohann 
Chrutoph, 
1671-17~1 . 

+ 

169~-1773· 170~-17~~-

I. 

Johann 
. Bathasar, 
'· 167~-16gl. 

f 

+ 26. Johann 
Michael, 

I 
.s1. Johann 

Jakob, 
1682-?172~. 

17~4-? 

I 
3~. Johann 
Sebastian, 
168~-·7~· 

21. Maria 
Barbara, 

1684:..1720. 

------t--------___ I 

19. Johann 
Michael , 
' · 1676- ? 

Marla Barbara Bach (1),- SL Johama SebaatU.a Bldl,- (~) Anna Ma,dalena Wilcken, 
1684-•1~0. I 168~-·,.50- I 1701-&. 

I I· I I 
33· Wilhelm S.. Carl 3~· Johann Gott- Elisabeth 
Friedemann, Philipp fried Bernhard, Juliane 

I 
Wilhelm 
Adolf', 

6. and d. 
17,511. 

171o-84. Emanuel, 17 1~-39· Friederike, I 171-aa. I 7~~-59· 

GoJthilf 
Wilhelm, 
17~-,56. 

Frie~erica 
Sophia, 
b. 17~7· 

I I I Johann 
Johann Johann Ann.. Sebastian 
August, Sebastian, Carolina Altnikol, 
174~-89. 1748-78. Philippina. 1 7 19- 59. 

36.1ohann 
Christoph 
Friedrich, 
173~""95· 

I 

I 
38. Johann 
Christian, 
1735-8~. 

I I I 
Anna 37· Dorothea 

Philippina Wilhelm Charlotte 
Friderica, Friedrich Magdalena, 
175~-18o4. Ernst, d. 1793. 

1759-18~. 
I 

• daughten. 
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Genealogy Chart Number 2 

The Family of Johann Sebastian Bach 

Johann Sebastian 
16 85-1750 

Catharina 
Dorothea 
1708-1774 

Wilhelm 
Friedemann 
1710-1784 

Johann Sebastian 

1685-1750 

I 

Maria Barbara Bach 
1684-1720 

Carl Philipp · 
Emanuel 
1714-1788 

Johann G. 
Bernhard 
1715-1739 

Anna Magdalena Wilcken 

1701-1760 

Got fried 
Heinrich 
1724-1763 

Johann Christoph Joliann 
Caroline 
1737-1781 

Friedrich 
1732-1795 

Elizabeth 
Juliane Friederica 
1726-1781 

Johann 
Chris tian 
1735-1782 

Regina 
Sus sane 
1742-1809 



APPENDIX B 

THE WORKS OF C. P. E. BACH 

Emanuel Bach was extremely prolific in every musical 

medium, writing nearly nine hundred vocal and instru-

mental works. His best compositions, however, were 

written for the clavier. 

The following list is copied from Grove's Dictionary 

of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., by Sir George Grove, 

ed. Eric Blom (New York: St. Martin's Press, Inc., 1954), 

p. 324. The writer has made additions under the section 

entitled Keyboard Music. 

Church Music 

2 Oratorios - Die Israeliten in der WUste and Ramler's 
Auferstehung und Himmelfahrt Jesu 

2 Passions - St. Matthew and St. Luke 
Magnificat for four voices and orchestra 
4 Easter Cantatas 
4 Michaelmas Cantatas 
4 Cantatas for the induction of a preacher 
Passion Cantata - Du G8ttlicher 
2 Litanies 
Motets 
"Heilig" ("Sanctus") for double choir 
"Morgengesang am Sch5pfungsfeste" (Klopstock) 
"Weihnacts-Musik" 
"Neue Melodien zu einigen Liedern des meuen hamburgischen 

Gesangbuches" (1787) 
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Secular Cantatas 

Phillis und Thirsis, Selma, and Der Frlihling 

Songs 

"Gellerts geistliche Oden und Lieder" - (1754) 
"Oden mit Melodien" - (1762) 
"ZwBlf geistliche Oden und Lieder" - (1764) 
"Der Wirt und die Ggste" - (1766) 
"Cramers Uberset zte Psalmen mit Melodien" - (1 77 4) 
"Ch. Ch. Sturms geistliche Gesgnge mit Melodien" - (1780-1) 
"Neue Lieder nebst einer Kantate zum singen beym Klavier" -

(1789) 
56 miscellaneous songs 

Orchestra 

Symphonies 
About 50 clavier Concertos 
Concertos for two claviers 
Violin Concertos 
Flute Concertos 

Chamber Music 

Sonatas for violin and clavier 
Sonatas for viola da gamba and clavier 
Trios 

Keyboard Music 

The Prussian Sonatas, W. 48 - (1740) 
The WUrttemberg Sonatas, W. 49 - (1742-44) 
Sechs Son ~tten: . Probe - StUcke, W. 63 - r1753) 
Sonatas with Altered Reprises, W. 50 - (1759) 
Sonatas le Clavecin, ~ l'usage des Dames, W. 54 - (1773) 
Die Sechs Sammlun en von Sonaten Freien Fantasien und 

Rondos F r Kenner und Liebhaber, in six volumes, W. 
55-59, 61- (1758-85) 

95 other clavier Sonatas and Sonatinas 
Rondos and Fantasias 
24 miscellaneous pieces for clavier 
7 organ Sonatas 
Other organ works 



APPENDIX C 

EDITIONS OF KEYBOARD WORKS BY E. BACH 

ALLEMANDE IN E MINOR: 1751: W. 61/12: arr. Haywood
Keith Prowse and Co. Ltd. 

CLAVIERSTUCKE: Universal Edition No. 11015. 

C. P. E. BACH: SIX SONATAS: W. 55/4,6, W. 57/1-3, W. 
49/2. Billow-Peters, No. P-176. 

DIE SECHS SAMM1UNGEN VON SONATEN, FREIEN FANTASIEN UND 
RONDOS FUR KENNER UND LIEBHABER, Six volumes: Vol. I: 
W. 55/1-6, Vol. II: W. 56/1-6, Vol. II: W. 
57/1-6, Vol. IV: W. 58/1-7, Vol. V: W. 59/1-6, 
Vol. VI: W. 61/1-6. Urtext: Krebs-Breitkopf and 
Hgrtel. Second edition revised by Lothar Hoffmann
Erbrecht. 

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY MUSIC: Volume I and II: Chester Library 
74-75. 

FIFTEEN SONATAS OF THE PRE-CLASSICAL PERIOD: Sonatas by 
C. P. E. Bach, Hassler, Hasse, Kauhnau, etc.: 
Schott, No. 3975. 

FOUR LEICHTE SONATEN: W. 65/22, 33, 11, and 14: 0. 
Vrieslander-Nagel's Musik-Archiv. No. NMA 90. 

KEYBOARD PIECES WITH VARIED REPRISES: 0. Jonas- Universal 
~dition: W. 113-4. A critical report is available. 

KLAVIERWERKE: Two volumes: Sonatas, single movements and 
a Rondo: H. Schenker-Universal Edition No. 548a, 548b. 

KURZE UND LEICHTE CLAVIERSTUCKE: 0. Vrieslander-Universal 
Edition. Also edited by 0. Jonasin - Vienna Urtext 
Edition. 

LEICHTE KLAVIERSTUCKE DER BORKLASSIK: Schott Edition, 
4747. 
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LE TRESOR DES PIANISTES: Twenty volumes, Paris: 
Aristide and Louise Farrenc, 1861-72. Contains 65 
of C. P. E. Bach's Sonatas, as well as Rondos and 
Fantasias. 

MUSIKALISCHES MANCHERLEY (MUSICAL DIVERSITIES): Kranz
Noetzel Verlag. 

PRESTO: Edition Schott No. F. S. 30. 

SECHS SONATEN FtlR DAS KLAVIER: 1773: W. 54: Mittel
deutscher. 

SECHS SONATEN: PROBE-STUCKE: 1753: W. 63. Two volumes. 
Vol. II contains Fantasia in c minor: Schott No. 
2353-4. 

SIX SONATAS FOR KEYBOARD: Philip Friedheim-State Univer
sity of New York, Editions in Music, Series 2, No. 1. 
Available through Galaxy. 

SOLFEGGIETTO: Edition Schott No. 07966. 

SONATAS AND PIECES: Four Sonatas, Variations of "La Folia," 
Rondo in E-flat, and short pieces: K. Herrmann-
C. F. Peters, No. P-4188. 

SONATA IN C MINOR: W. 65/31: Wohlfart-Nordiska Musik 
fBrlaget, Editions Musicalia No . 114. 

SONATA IN G: W. 62: H. Albrecht-Kistner and Siegel, 
Organum, Series 5, No. 2. 

SONS OF BACH ALBUM: Schott No. 1519. 

THE BACH FAMILY: Compositions by twelve Bachs: Universal 
Edition No. 10787. 

THE PRUSSJAN SONTAS: 1742: W. 48: Two volumes. R. 
Steglich-Nagel's Musik-Archiv. No. NMA 6 and 15. 
These are also published by Kalmus in two volumes. 

THE WDRTTEMBERG SONATAS: 1744: W. 49: Two volumes. 
R. Steglich-Nagel's Musik-Archiv, No. NMA 21,22. 
Also published by Kalmus in two volumes. 
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TWELVE VARIATIONEN AUF DIE 'FOLIE D'ESPAGNE:' Hermann
Peters Edition. 

TWENTY-FOUR KLEINE STUCKE FUR KLAVIER: .Menuets, Fantasias, 
Polaccas, Solfeggi, and "Arioso con Variazione," 
and other pieces: 0. Vries1ander-Nage1's Musik
Archiv, NMA 65. 

ZWEI KLAVIERSTDCKE: Fantasia in F-sharp minor: 
W. 67 an~ Rondo in E minor: 1781, W. 66. 
Edition No. 4013. 

1787: 
Schott 

ZWEI SONATEN FDR KLAVIER: Sonata in F: W. 64/1 and 
Sonata in E-f1at, noW. number: Schott No. 2826. 



APPENDIX D 

DISCOGRAPHY OF KEYBOARD WORKS BY E. BACH 

This list is compiled primarily from The Keybbard 

Music of C. P. E. Bach by Philip Barford (New York: 

October House, 1966). 

W. 33 SONATA IN A MINORE: Hugo Ruf (cembalo) 
Bgrenreiter BM 30 L 1520 - Germany 

W. 55/4 SONATA IN A: Nina Milkina (piano) 
Westminster XWN 18853 - United States (d) 

W. 56/5-6 SONATA and RONDO NO. 3 IN A: Fritz 
Neumeyer (clavichord) Archive epa 37120 

W. 57/1,3 SONATA IN A MINOR and SONATA IN F MINOR: 

w. 57/4 

w. 59/1 

w. 59/2 

w. 59/6 

w. 61/1 

w. 63!6 

Nina Milkina (piano) Artist 501 - United 
States (d) 

SONATA IN D MINOR: Dorothy Eustis (piano) 
Artist 501 - United States (d) 

SONATA IN E MINOR 

RONDO IN G: Ruggiero Gerlin (harpsichord) 
Oiseau-Lyre 01 50097 (d) 

FANTASIA IN C: Herman Iseringhausen 
(clavichord) Cantate 643302 

SONATA IN D: Nina Milkina (piano) 
Westminster XWN 18853 - United States (d) 

FANTASIA IN C MINOR: Dorothy Swainson 
(clavichord) HMV Hlp 19; Victor LM-6137 -
United States 
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w. 63/1-6 

w. 65/31 

w. 70/6 

w. 117/2 

w. 117/13 

w. 119/7 
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Six ESSAY SONATAS (PROBE-STUCKE): 
Elisabeth Katzenellenbogen (1790, Broadwood 
piano) Lyrichord LL 63 - United States 

SONATA IN C MINOR: Dorel Handman (piano) 
Oiseau-Lyre 01 50087 (d) 

SONATA IN G MINOR: Anthon vander Horst 
(chamber organ) Telefunken AWT 9447C, 
SAWT 9447B . 

SOLFEGGIETTO IN C MINOR: 
Pro Arte (harpsichord) 
50017 

member of Collegium 
Oiseau-Lyre OL 

CHROMATIC FANTASIA: Daniel Pinkham (harp
sichord) Lyrichord LL 57 - United States 

FANTASIA AND FUGUE IN C MINOR: Piet Kee 
(organ) Telefunken AWT 9447C, SAWT 944B 

Allegro from SONATA IN F MINOR and Andante from SONATA IN G: 
Harold Samuel (piano) "Columbia History of 
Musicu III, Col. DB 810-11 

ABSCHIED VON MEINEM SILBERMANNISCHEN CLAVIERE: E. Bodky 
(clavichord) Anthologie sonore No. 24A 

FANTASIA IN F SHARP MINORE: Benson (clavichord) Repertoire 
901 - United States 

RONDO IN C MINOR: Maria Kalamkarian (clavier) Columbia 
C. 70482 - Germany 

SONATA NO. 2 IN F: Jozsef Gat (clavichord) Qualiton LPX 
1151 - Hungary 

Unident·ified SONATAS: John Newmark (Clementi piano) 
Folkways 3341 - United States 

TWELVE VARIATIONS ON~FOLIES D'ESPAGNE:" John Newmark 
(fortepiano) Newmark RS 4 - Canada 

NOTE: Country indicates place of distribution. 

(d) means discontinued 
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